As many of you know, there are often surprises that come along with an appointment to a committee or election to an office within ALA. On a committee, you may be a liaison to another committee or an interest group. Being elected LITA president has plenty of those sorts of surprises. For instance, as LITA vice president, I and the other division vice presidents served as the ALA Appointments Committee. Such “other duties” have a way of filling up my schedule at Midwinter Meeting and Annual Conference.

One such surprise (although, to be truthful, a friend told me about this a bit in advance) is that as president I receive the publications of other ALA divisions. My desk, for instance, now has copies of Public Libraries, Library Resources & Technical Services, Reference & User Services Quarterly, ALSCConnect, and Interface on it. I will confess up-front that I do not read all of these cover to cover. I do skim them, but I also often read further. As I work my way through these, I am struck by how much we have in common with the other divisions.

All of us are struggling, of course, as divisions who want to retain our members, attract new members, provide opportunity, advance the profession, and help resolve the real-life problems we all face by sharing what we know and believing that others will reciprocate in our time of need.

Our jobs all have the same primary purpose, although we may serve different users or work in different functional areas. “Access” is a theme that runs through these publications and throughout our profession. “Access Services” is a part of my job title. The mission of the American Library Association is “to provide leadership for the development, promotion, and improvement of library and information services and the profession of librarianship in order to enhance learning and ensure access to information for all.”

All six points of the Library Bill of Rights are about different aspects of access (www.ala.org/ala/oif/statementspols/statementsif/librarybillrights.htm), although it uses the word only once (“free access to ideas”).

**Library Bill of Rights**

The American Library Association affirms that all libraries are forums for information and ideas, and that the following basic policies should guide their services.

I. Books and other library resources should be provided for the interest, information, and enlightenment of all people of the community the library serves. Materials should not be excluded because of the origin, background, or views of those contributing to their creation.

II. Libraries should provide materials and information presenting all points of view on current and historical issues. Materials should not be proscribed or removed because of partisan or doctrinal disapproval.

III. Libraries should challenge censorship in the fulfillment of their responsibility to provide information and enlightenment.

IV. Libraries should cooperate with all persons and groups concerned with resisting abridgment of free expression and free access to ideas.

V. A person’s right to use a library should not be denied or abridged because of origin, age, background, or views.

VI. Libraries which make exhibit spaces and meeting rooms available to the public they serve should make such facilities available on an equitable basis, regardless of the beliefs or affiliations of individuals or groups requesting their use.

The word “access” has slightly different meanings to us depending upon the context. You can see how it can be applied in each of the preceding six points. It is access to all kinds of ideas and resources (physical and virtual, popular and unpopular). It is also equal access regardless of condition (origin, age, background, etc.).

Back in the dark ages, when I served on LITA’s Technology and Access Committee, I struggled with the word “access.” It was everything and it was nothing. It was all encompassing. It had no boundaries. We struggled with access to technology and bandwidth, access to electronic resources, access for persons with disabilities, and so on. Many of today’s issues and arguments are rooted in our strongly held mission to provide access.

In your work, how do you define access? How do you contribute to access for your users? It’s a struggle. I believe in the power of words and ideas. So do those who seek to restrict access. Why else would they care?
Editorial: I Keep My Eyes Wide Open All the Time

John Webb

It’s a Sunday morning—a little after 10 A.M. I’m on a crosscountry flight to Boston to attend the fall meeting of the ARL MetaLib Implementor’s Group (playfully known as ARMPiG) chaired now by Roy Tennant. It must be time to write an ITAL editorial.

I have had an idea to write about the challenges and experiences I have found during my first year as editor. Of course the writing of an editorial itself is a challenge. Founding Editor Fred Kilgour never wrote editorials so why should I and some of his successors presume the necessity? This particular editorial is even more of a challenge because the key cap that contains the comma is suddenly missing from my laptop. It was there sometime yesterday or at least a couple of days ago. I’ve looked all around my seat—imagine how ridiculous a passenger crawling around on the floor of a nearly full Boeing 737 looks. Imagine how ominous he looks crawling when he is no further than a short jump shot—just outside the first class line—from the crew compartment. I may have to finish this from a prison cell.

This first year actually began in July 2004 when Managing Editor Marc Truitt and I spent part of a day at ALA headquarters in Chicago being oriented by Kristen McKulski of ALA Production Services. The deadline to send my first issue—March 2005—was November 23! That was eyeopener number one. Manuscripts forwarded by then-editor Dan Marmion began to arrive on my doorstep and in my e-mail within days thereafter.

I learned in orientation that ALA has no article management software to help editors track the flow of the editorial process. Each editor has to devise the systems to ingest articles; to acknowledge their receipt and provide feedback to authors about everything from time frames to changes required or suggested by the referees and editor; to accept or reject articles; to manage the flow of the refereeing process; and to package the edited manuscripts and auxiliary information that are submitted as an issue to ALA Production Services. That was the second eyeopener. And I’m now using my second homegrown system. I dumped the inadequate first and started again from scratch sometime before the third issue. I suspect I may modify it or develop a third sometime this year.

I steeled myself at the beginning for the defensiveness that authors would reasonably adopt when confronted with the often extensive changes recommended by the referees and me. As a referee I had read one published article by a well-known author that contained none of my worthy advice. Some of our authors are almost certainly much better “known” than some of our referees. But authors instead have been unanimously grateful for the feedback. Only one article published in volume 24 required no changes. The changes in one or two others were minimal. Others required multiple rewrites. Our acceptance rate has been 45 percent so far. Some authors whose articles were rejected have thanked me for considering them. Eyeopener number three.

The work performed by ALA Production Services in transforming the Word documents and any accompanying illustrations that I submit into a digital file that looks for all the world like a real journal issue astonished me. I literally jumped in my seat when I opened the PDF file that represented the first pass of my first issue! I can compare it only to the experience of stepping out into a cloud- and moonless night in a place unpolluted by the ambient lighting and air pollution of modern civilization and being startled by the vividness of the starry night sky. I get to experience the latter somewhat regularly because I live in the Pacific Northwest. I get to experience the former once a quarter. An appropriate fourth eyeopener. I like both.

The amount of work performed by Marc Truitt in transforming the first pass by working with authors on wording changes and footnote styles and illustration titles and placements and table clarification and grammar and punctuation and capitalization and who knows what else is enormous and was totally unanticipated by me. This is way-big eye-opener number five. (In fact with this first issue of 2006 I have tried to pay more wide-eyed attention to the copy I sent to allay some of his work.) Marc’s collaboration with ALA Production Services and the authors produces the issues you read. The goal is that the second pass will require no or only minor changes. Writing this paragraph has given me another idea: Marc should write an editorial about the job of the ITAL managing editor. My only fear is that his description will be such an eyeopener to the membership that we’ll never find a successor when he decides he has paid his dues!

I asked myself when I agreed to be nominated for this post if I were walking into it with my eyes wide shut. I asked the same question as I walked down a long hall to the LITA Publications Committee meeting at ALA Midwinter 2004 to be interviewed. I asked again after the interview. It was too late to ask the question again after I received the offer: I had already crossed too many lines in the sand. But my one-and-a-half-year-long first year has been eyeopeningly fun and rewarding. My eyes seem as open as they’ve been for the past few decades. I don’t mind soliciting potential authors for articles. I find that I can beg shamelessly. I seem to have a good rapport with most authors. The ITAL board gives me no respect. You should all thank them for that.

Are your eyes open? Did you notice this editorial is comma-less? We’re about an hour from Boston now. Will I soon be on my way to my hotel or my prison cell? Keep your eyes open for the next ITAL issue.

John Webb (jwebb@wsu.edu) is Assistant Director for Systems and Planning, Washington State University Libraries, Pullman, and Editor of Information Technology and Libraries.
Enriching Traditional Cataloging for Improved Access to Information: Library of Congress Tables of Contents Projects

John D. Byrum Jr. and David W. Williamson

Traditionally, standard catalog records have provided bibliographic data that mostly address the basic features of library resources. At the same time, catalogs have offered access to these records through a limited array of names, titles, series, subject headings, class numbers, and a relatively small number of keywords contained within descriptions. Today’s catalog users expect access to information well beyond what can be offered by traditional approaches to bibliographic description and access. By pursuing a suite of projects, the Library of Congress (LC) has responded to the challenge of enticing patrons to continue to include the online catalog among the tools they use for information retrieval. Drawing extensively on the power of automation, staff of LC’s Bibliographic Enrichment Advisory Team (BEAT) have created and implemented a variety of initiatives to link researchers, catalogs, and Web resources; increase the content of the catalog record; and link the catalog to electronic resources. BEAT’s ongoing work demonstrates how, in the electronic era, it is possible to provide new and improved ways to capitalize on traditional services in the digital age. This paper will illustrate these points by focusing on BEAT’s tables of contents projects to demonstrate how library automation can make significant bibliographic enhancement efforts quick, easy, and affordable to achieve.

In 1992 the Library of Congress’s (LC’s) Director for Cataloging established the Bibliographic Enrichment Advisory Team (BEAT) to conduct research and undertake initiatives to enhance the utility of bibliographic records. Composed of voluntary staff from a variety of service units, the team was urged to work outside the box and exempted from the restraints of many policies and practices pertaining to traditional cataloging activities. BEAT was also mandated to create and use automated methods to accomplish its work due to the impact of shrinking staff resources in the bibliographic access divisions.

Among BEAT’s earliest undertakings was the development of a series of projects to focus on enriching bibliographic records to include tables of contents (TOCs) information. LC’s cataloging policy had been stringent in this area because of the expense of keying such data into records. Indeed, when BEAT decided it needed a benchmark against which to gauge the cost of its TOCs projects, the team experimented with the traditional method of typing the data and concluded that the cost of adding a typical TOC would be about forty dollars per record (in 1992 dollars).

### TOC studies

The theoretical foundations for concentrating on TOCs had been established by research conducted since the early 1980s. Pappas and Herendeen have reviewed the literature and shared their findings, reporting as follows:

- A study at the University of Toronto involving two thousand books revealed that twice as many relevant items for the social sciences and three times as many for those in the humanities were retrieved when users consulted a database that had been enhanced with TOCs.
- Another study found that TOCs added 15.5 unique subject-rich words per record when included in bibliographic descriptions.
- Yet another study of thirty-one publications on the history of taxation in Great Britain found more than six hundred terms in the TOCs to be content-indicative for an average of 19.5 per publication.
- An investigation conducted in 1990 at Carnegie Mellon University using both TOCs and abstracts revealed that contents enhancements increased the number of records retrieved by 20 to 30 percent. 

In 1998 Winkle found that 93 percent of a sample of 648 current English language books had TOCs with an average length of 67.75 words that could be included in catalog records. However, only 1.12 percent of the bibliographic records produced by LC at that time included contents notes.

Pappas and Herendeen have also distilled the major advantages of enhancing bibliographic records with TOCs to introduce subject-indicative keywords that otherwise would be excluded from descriptions of publications. Of these, three advantages are considered to be especially compelling: (1) TOCs help users to determine the relevancy of particular titles to their informational needs—a service of value, especially in a closed-stack or remote-storage environment; (2) in an online environment, words in TOCs greatly improve search effectiveness, measured by the ability to identify and retrieve relevant items; (3) by providing content-indicative information, TOCs complement subject cataloging that strives...
to summarize the content of a work overall in a few carefully crafted access points per record.3 Apropos to the latter point, according to an eleven-year longitudinal study cited by Yu and Young, “subject searching [is] being replaced by keyword searching.”4 They reference another study recommending “that subject searchers should select keyword rather than subject headings as their first access strategy.”5

Contemporary investigations have confirmed the finding that books represented by bibliographic records with TOCs circulate more often than those with corresponding records that do not feature such data. For example, a recent case control study found that “the odds of a title being used increased by 45 percent if the titles had online tables of contents.”6 The Cataloging Enrichment Initiative (RichCat), conceived of and coordinated by Kieft (Haverford College), is being established to encourage production of TOC data for older publications—particularly, those targeted for remote storage—so that catalog users can make informed decisions before recalling particular titles for their research.7

### Providing TOC Information

As a result of such considerations, one of BEAT’s earliest efforts to enhance bibliographic records focused on ways and means of providing TOC information.8 The first application in this area centered on publications being processed through LC’s Electronic Cataloging-in-Publication (E-CIP) program. In this program, publishers electronically submit texts for cataloging prior to their publication so that the printed monographs will contain appropriate cataloging information about them. Currently, 55 percent of all publications submitted for Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP) are submitted as part of the E-CIP initiative. In fiscal year 2005 (ending September 30), a total of nearly thirty-five thousand digitally formatted galleys were received.

From 1993 to 1994, an application titled Text Capture and Electronic Conversion (TEC) was written that enabled cataloging staff to include TOC data programmatically in the bibliographic records they were creating for publications submitted for CIP handling. Using the TEC software and the ASCII-text electronic manuscripts submitted by the publishers, the cataloger highlights the TOC; next, the program manipulates it and adds the result into the bibliographic record’s MARC 505 field. TEC formats the contents information to follow the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules specifications for recording TOCs. This includes deleting chapter, section, or part terms, and numbering; eliminating pagination, and adding International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) punctuation. Because TEC converts all words except the first word in each chapter title to lowercase, the cataloger only needs to highlight any proper nouns that need to be capitalized. The resulting transfer of information from the manuscript to the record is accomplished instantaneously, and data are recorded as accurately as they appear in the electronic manuscript, thus obviating the need for detailed proofreading. Consequently, the former cataloging policy limitation that contents could be given only for monographs that are collections was lifted for E-CIP works. Catalogers are encouraged to apply the TEC procedure as often as possible, following four criteria:

1. Does adding the chapter titles to the record provide improved natural language keyword searching?
2. Does adding the chapter titles to the record provide a greater understanding of the contents of the item than what is conveyed in the title and statement of responsibility area?
3. Will the TOC data require extensive manual editing to prepare the notes for machine manipulation?
4. If TOC is long and contains many entries, does this dilute the value of the information once it is put into a 505 field?

Fortunately, most staff can make quick decisions in answering these questions. An informal study suggested that about half of the E-CIP publications would qualify for TEC-TOC treatment, but catalogers do not always elect to apply this application to TOCs when they should. However, as staff has gradually become more comfortable working with this automated tool, the percentage of catalogers using it to produce contents notes has steadily risen. In fiscal year 2005, 13,627 E-CIPs received TOC treatment, a figure that represents 38 percent of all E-CIP materials received by LC.

In a second E-CIP-TOC project, BEAT members are creating a Web-based TOC record for nearly all E-CIP records that contain TOCs. These Web TOC records are created programmatically; a hot-link in the TOC field to and from the underlying record in the LC bibliographic database is made for every item. The program has been improved recently to include most diacritical marks and to add assigned LC subject headings to the Web versions of TOCs. By the end of fiscal year 2005, approximately sixty thousand E-CIP-TOC records had been added to the Web server.

### Entry to the bibliographic record

The net result of these two E-CIP approaches is entry to the bibliographic record in the online catalog through keywords indexed in the TOC field as well as access from the Web, when search engines index the HTML version
of TOCs. As of July 11, 2005, a Yahoo! search on the phrase “contents for library of congress control” produced a result set numbering 242,000 entries, all linked to BEAT’s Web-based TOC records. A quick glance at some of the links reveals various uses of TOCs. Some links lead to records within the online catalogs of institutions that had downloaded TOCs. Others lead to such Web sites as “Ethical Schools of Thought,” “Mongabay.com,” “Hotel Marketing Associates,” “Solar sites,” “www.on-linenicaragua.com,” and many others that cite publications cataloged by LC.

### Digital tables of contents

In addition to developing a cost-effective method for enriching records for many of the important publications that are processed through the E-CIP program, BEAT has pursued two other approaches for making TOC information more widely available. The first is its Digital Tables of Contents (D-TOCs) project, which began in the late 1990s. This project has resulted in the creation of machine-readable TOC data derived from photocopied surrogates of TOCs taken from printed publications. By using scanning and optical character recognition (OCR) software as well as original programs written by BEAT’s automation staff, the scanned TOCs are subsequently HTML-encoded and placed on one of LC’s servers. The techniques used by the project have been modified recently to place heavier emphasis on use of imaging software and on adherence to a highly automated process to convert the TOC data to text format. The D-TOCs project has also implemented more automated and regularized quality control procedures to ensure that links work properly.

In the process of HTML encoding, the underlying MARC catalog records are also automatically modified to include links to the TOC data, thus making linkage reciprocal between the two sources of information. Both the MARC catalog records and the linked TOC data may be viewed through a Web browser by accessing LC’s online catalog. In addition, the pervasive availability of Web indexing and search software also makes the D-TOCs records available from almost anywhere, providing access to LC’s Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC), even for the vast majority of users who are not aware of this project.

Thus, once the Web user has followed a D-TOC link back to LC’s catalog, LC can then make the wealth of its collections available for structured searching in items of related interest. As with BEAT’s other Web-based projects, D-TOCs serves to help bring Web users back to the library.

The following examples illustrate the various search paths and displays that might be encountered by a user in seeking information both on the Web and in LC’s OPAC.

As seen in figure 1, if a Web user searches Yahoo!, for example, using the phrase “animal communication networks,” because of interest in a work on this topic, the work by F. K. McGregor would appear near the top of the search results.

If the user clicks on the search result, he or she would be taken to the TOC for that book, partially illustrated in figure 2.

By clicking on “Bibliographic Record,” the searcher is taken to LC’s OPAC, where he or she will be shown a full description of the work for which the TOC is displayed. The display of the full record as opposed to one of the other possible views is governed by coding in the underlying link, thus providing the maximum amount of information available to the user immediately. Users searching the OPAC with the usual basic search form are initially presented with the Brief Record Display and must subsequently navigate to see more information. This step is eliminated by the link in the Web TOC display used to enter the OPAC (see figure 3).

This record provides hot links to other related works by authors, editors, or others represented by added entries through the related names link(s), as well as to other books on the same topic(s) through the subject link(s). In addition, the searcher can virtually browse the

---

**Figure 1.** Yahoo! partial search results for “animal communication networks”

**Figure 2.** HTML TOC record for “animal communication networks” (partial view)
LC shelf by using the call number link to see other books
similarly classified, thereby providing entry to other
resources of their interests.

Searching and retrieval are improved by various
nontraditional techniques, including displaying words
from the title and statement of responsibility fields of
the bibliographic record, given at the beginning of the
TOC display. Also, the keyword metadata tag in the
TOC HTML file contains words from the subject head-
ing fields of the bibliographic record, and the subject
headings appear in the visible portion of the HTML
record. This allows text-based searches on the file (as
with a “find” capability resident in most Web browsing
programs) while improving delivery of LC’s cataloger-
supplied vocabulary terms for subject content.

Figure 4 illustrates the D-TOCs project from the vant-
age of a catalog user. A keyword search of LC’s OPAC for
the terms “settlers wayne county” would produce the LC
record with a hot link to the TOC.

Clicking on the hot link brings up a display of the
TOC for the book (see figure 5).

Selection of titles for
the D-TOCs project

By the end of fiscal year 2005, more than thirty-one
thousand titles had been selected for and processed
through the D-TOCs project, and the figure is growing
at a rate of 250 to 350 TOCs per week. Most of the pub-
lications included are drawn from LC’s current receipts,
according to the following criteria: those selected should
represent items of research value, including anthologies,
biographies, and reference materials. In addition, the
TOC should contain meaningful words and phrases and
not exceed five pages in length. Titles selected are first
searched in the database to eliminate those that already
have been enriched as a result of other BEAT projects.

To date, TOCs have been selected from English language
publications. In 2005, however, coverage of the D-TOCs
project was broadened to include books in German.
In addition, those in Romance languages will soon be
eligible. Also underway is implementation of a plan
to create D-TOCs files in most of LC’s overseas offices,
beginning in late 2005.

As an exception to its focus on current receipts,
BEAT staff have experimented with retrospective pub-
llications acquired by staff of LC’s reference rooms.
Upon their recommendation, the team began with
genealogical works, specifically those in CS71 of the
LC Classification schedules, intending to process them
alphabetically by family name. (Interestingly, up to 70
percent of the titles in this collection do not have TOCs,
possibly due to the fact that the majority of them are
self-published.)

ONIX-TOC

The newest, largest, and cheapest of BEAT’s three TOC
projects is the ONline Information eXchange (ONIX) -
TOC application, which was initiated in 2000. This
undertaking involves extracting TOC data from pub-
lisher-supplied ONIX files. ONIX is an XML (extensible
markup language) DTD (document type definition). Publishers use this standardized format to provide book

Figure 3. Bibliographic record for “animal communication networks”
(partial view)

Figure 4. Bibliographic record for “pioneer settlers of Wayne County, (West) Virginia”

Figure 5. TOC for bibliographic record for “pioneer settlers of Wayne County, (West) Virginia” (partial view)
dealers and retailers with information about their publications; in turn, the retailers can reuse the information for promotional or other sales needs (e.g., creating Web-retailing screens). Because data used are supplied from commercial sources, BEAT’s program adds the following disclaimer to each record processed on the basis of ONIX files: “Information from electronic data provided by the publisher. May be incomplete or contain other coding.” In reality, such problems are quite rare.

The ONIX-TOC project is based on a Visual Basic program developed by cataloging automation specialist David Williamson, which scans ONIX files to create digital TOCs. The ONIX files are received regularly from publishers who want to make these data available to LC. The program does not validate the integrity of the ONIX file against DTD, but does sequentially seek out each ONIX record to begin processing the data in that record. Depending on the version of ONIX that was used in creating the file (as of June 2005, three versions of ONIX are being received by LC), the first element to be extracted is the ISBN for the book. This is usually the publisher’s main identifier for the book. If there is no ISBN found (not yet assigned), the record is skipped and the program goes on to the next record in the file. If the ISBN is found, the ONIX record is searched for TOC information. There are three sets of tags that must be found (each tag has a mnemonic and alphanumeric equivalent):

1. `<TextTypeCode>` followed by a value of “04” for TOC and `</TextTypeCode>` to end the information;
2. `<TextFormat>` with a value usually indicating HTML markup or plain ASCII text followed by `</TextFormat>`;
3. And, then the actual `<Text>` tag that starts the TOC to be followed by the `</Text>` tag signaling the end of the TOC.

If all three sets are found, the data between the `<Text>` and `</Text>` tags are extracted. Next, the ISBN is searched against the LC database to see if there is a record for this book that also includes this ISBN.

Three problems can occur at this point:

1. The ISBN may not be unique. While ISBNs are supposed to be unique identifiers, the fact is that publishers sometimes reuse them (intentionally or not). An office outside the United States may apply for CIP for another edition being published outside the United States and may use the same ISBN as the one previously used for the U.S. edition. Tracking within the publisher’s office may get jumbled, and numbers may be reused. Another publisher may also accidentally put the wrong number on a publication.
2. If there are multiple records in the LC database, older versions of the program would link the TOC to the record that was entered first into the LC bibliographic database. Until LC started to receive error reports for items with incorrect TOCs linked, the idea of a nonunique ISBN had not been considered. Subsequent investigation found that less than one percent of ONIX records presented this problem. The current version of the program will skip records with duplicate entries in the LC database as manual intervention entails too much time and expense.

3. The book may be represented in the LC database, but the record for it does not contain this ISBN. Publishers create separate ONIX records for each type of binding, for each edition, for each volume in a multivolume monograph, and for associated accompanying materials. If a paperback edition is released well after the hardback edition, and the hardback edition was published before ONIX was received by LC (or was published by a division of the publishing house that does not provide ONIX to LC), then the LC record probably will not have an ISBN for the paperback version. There is no way to equate the record for the paperback edition to the LC record for the hardback edition.

Assuming there is a match in the LC database, the MARC record is further processed, extracting the LC Control Number (LCCN), the title field, and the LC subject headings. The title field and subjects are then cleaned up for use in the header or footer and the LCCN is added to the link connecting the TOC file to the LC OPAC record.

Because publishers tend to treat their TOC data the same throughout the file (either providing HTML or ASCII), the program is told what the publisher will do. The software will then either accept the HTML coding or, in the case of ASCII text, will wrap “<pre>” and “</pre>” tags around the text in addition to adding an HTML header and footer to the TOC information. Finally, after a spot check for quality assurance, the finished file is saved on the local machine for uploading to the LC Web server. The program then moves on to the next ONIX record, and the process is repeated until the end of the file is reached.

Each of these ONIX-TOC records offers the user an option to visit the bibliographic records in the LC online catalog for further information, following the pattern of the D-TOCs project described above. Similarly, the bibliographic records for these publications are programmatically enhanced by links in the 856 field to the ONIX-TOC files. Some of these records are further enhanced through the addition of book-jacket images (see figure 6).

The ONIX approach has proven to be the most economical in that most of the processing can be started and left to run unattended. Thus, from an actual cost
perspective, the ONIX approach has proved to be very inexpensive.

Cost comparisons

The cost of adding a typical TOC is about $40 per record (in 1992 dollars) for manual keying. BEAT’s early initiatives with D-TOCs were much less expensive, about ten dollars per record for the scanning and linking. With better equipment and much more powerful OCR software—BEAT is able to take advantage of LC’s use of Prime OCR for performing the conversion to text—the cost-per-record for D-TOCs has fallen to approximately $2 per record. The E-CIP process where the TOC is inserted into the bibliographic record costs about $3 per record, based on guidelines that the cataloger spend no more than five minutes trying to get the TOC into the record.

In comparison, ONIX data cost $0.80 or less per record. The ONIX cost varies depending on the size of the data file received and how many new matches can be extracted from that file. The costs to set up the processing are about eight dollars (for an existing publisher) to ten dollars (for a new publisher) for each run that has to be performed. Once the program is running unattended, the number of successful new TOC files created determines the cost. If ten new TOC files are created, that’s about $0.80; if one hundred are created, the cost to drops to $0.08; and if one thousand or more are processed, the cost is less than one cent per TOC for accomplishing extraction and linking.

Harvesting back files

The back files received with new sources of data usually give rise to a one-time harvest resulting in the creation of thousands of new TOC files. For example, when the firm of John Wiley and Sons sent its ONIX back file, 10,090 TOCs were extracted and linked. Wiley was the test case for ONIX; the software to process ONIX files was developed based on this back file, so the costs were a bit higher, $0.26 per record for the 10,090 TOC files. However, once the basic software was developed, it was easily adapted for new publishers, and the per-unit cost has dropped dramatically. For example, when data started to come from the Cambridge University Press DataShop, the software was able to extract and link 12,975 TOC files for $0.0008 per record. More recently received data from Cambridge has far fewer new TOC files available, but on average the cost is about $0.016 per record.

Publishers’ ONIX files vary in the amount of information they contain. The information is not aimed at library use but is intended for the book trade, so information about such matters as print runs, availability and pricing, distribution rights, and distributors can be found in the data for each record. While some records may only contain an ISBN, title, and a projected release date (almost an equivalent of a CIP prepublication ONIX record), others are richly loaded with data, including jacket blurbs, reviews, links to the author’s Web site, links to cover images, and more.

The ONIX-TOC project is just one of four BEAT-ONIX projects. It was the first, but BEAT has expanded its ONIX projects to take advantage of publisher descriptions (141,000 to date), sample texts either in HTML or PDF (twenty-four thousand), and contributor biographical information for authors, editors, illustrators, collaborators, and so on (fifty-seven thousand). In addition, there is a small test involving forty-four reading-group guides linked from the LC record to the publisher’s Web site.

LC currently receives three versions of ONIX: versions 1.1, 2.0, and 2.1. New iterations tend to come out rather frequently, and publishers are not willing to reprogram for each new version, so there are many publishers still using version 1.1. A few publishers have moved up to version 2, but more waited for version 2.1. They are just now beginning to distribute data using that version, even though it has been available since June 2003. All versions through 2.1 are upwardly compatible.

Figure 6. TOC for Take It From Me, together with image of the book jacket
EDItEUR, the group responsible for the ONIX standard, will release version 3.0 in late 2006. This latest version is essentially the same as version 2.1, but all deprecated tags have been removed. Thus, there is no compatibility with the older versions, so programmers do not have to take into account any deprecated tags. Changes to the ONIX standard seem to be moving more to changes in code lists associated with the standard rather than changing the standard itself. This allows the standard to remain stable longer and requires less programming when there is a change, such as for a new type of contributor to a work or a new language code to be added. The change can be handled more efficiently in a code listing.

Today, there are nearly sixty thousand of BEAT’s ONIX-TOC records available on the Web. This is a steadily expanding figure because the pool of publishers making their ONIX data available to LC continues to grow. Since February 1998, counters have monitored access to BEAT’s Web-based TOC files. Hits currently range from four hundred to five hundred per hour between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. eastern time to around two hundred per hour overnight; however, the rate is increasing rapidly. By October 2005, more than 7.5 million hits had been recorded. In addition, as with most BEAT products, the records enriched to provide links to these records are redistributed by LC’s Cataloging Distribution Service (CDS), making them available to users of OCLC and RLIN, as well as to other agencies that subscribe to CDS products.

### TOC Web survey

To determine whether BEAT’s TOCs were, in fact, serving useful purposes, a simple Web survey was developed and a small selection of the HTML-TOC files modified to provide a link to it. The survey was posted from August through October 2001 and elicited input from 360 Web users. When asked how they found the TOC file, 60 percent reported “from the bibliographic record in a library catalog,” while 36 percent said “from an Internet search.” Of those who responded to the question “Was this TOC information useful?” 84 percent replied in the affirmative. When asked “Did you go to the bibliographic record from the link on the TOC page?” 58 percent answered “yes.” Of these, 57 percent indicated that they had “look[ed] over” the bibliographic record, and some had also clicked on the hot links within the bibliographic record to search for works by the same authors or on related subjects. Asked to describe themselves, 58 percent indicated that they were researchers or students, 23 percent were librarians, and 14 percent were casual users looking for information. Survey participants had an opportunity to comment on their Web TOC experience. Their opinions confirmed and extended the various uses and overall serviceability of TOC information summarized by Pappas and Herendeen. Librarians found BEAT’s TOCs helpful in making acquisition decisions, especially in cases of expensive publications, and in downloading the TOC for addition to records in their OPACs. The survey was repeated about eighteen months later with almost identical results.

### 505 data

Although LC’s D-TOCs and ONIX-TOCs records provide access to the online catalog, they do not provide entry to bibliographic records from within the catalog, because the bibliographic records contain only links in lieu of the TOCs themselves. To counter this drawback, a program was created to add full TOCs to the bibliographic records for the Web-based TOCs. Beginning February 2005, it proved possible to use this application to enrich bibliographic records by adding information that was previously only available through 856 links.

The 505 data are automatically generated from the TOC information in the files created for the D-TOCs and ONIX-TOC records. The program scans the TOC file and extracts each line of the TOC data, treating each line as an element in the 505 field being constructed. For many TOCs, this works perfectly well to extract the chapter titles. In the case of multilines TOC titles, this approach causes a TOC title to become two or more elements in the 505 field, potentially causing confusion. Similarly, when multiple chapter titles are on one line, some muddling of the data will occur. Each application of the program will introduce the TOC with the legend: “Machine-generated contents note.” Because the scanned TOCs come in a wide variety of formats and structures, some errors are to be expected in the placement and configuration of the 505 textual strings. Space, hyphen, hyphen, space will be inserted after each line break within the TOCs. In many cases, chapter and page numbers will appear as captured from the scanned TOCs images. The 505 data will not undergo review for punctuation (see figure 7).

Approximately sixty thousand LC records with existing 856 links to TOC texts are being batch-processed, modified, and redistributed until all eligible records are enhanced. Initially, after consultation with LC’s public service staff, TOCs that are four thousand or less bytes in extent have been declared eligible, but larger-sized records may become eligible for processing as described above. Later, eligible ONIX-TOC records may be similarly processed.
Conclusion

BEAT’s TOC projects demonstrate how, in the electronic era, LC is taking traditional services and providing new and improved ways to capitalize on them in the digital age. These projects provide a model that might be of interest to others as they ponder issues and opportunities regarding bibliographic access and retrieval in today’s growing electronic environment. By responding to expanding user needs through bibliographic enrichment initiatives such as TOCs, libraries will recognize that, whether in a traditional framework or in the digital environment, researchers can and do use the catalog the way an entire library is used—not only as a source of material and information, but also as a gateway to additional information. Through adding more keyword-rich information to the catalog, libraries can serve the extended information needs of the researcher as well as offer structured pathways to their own information resources. Offering such features as standardized subject terminology and pervasive controlled headings, these catalogs are the result of more than one hundred years of intellectual effort and real capital. Considering the major investments made to create and maintain their catalogs, libraries everywhere should seek opportunities to build upon these investments to provide richer records in order to entice patrons to continue to include the online catalog as a rewarding access mechanism in their growing array of tools for information retrieval.
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Medium-sized Universities Connect to Their Libraries: Links on University Home Pages and User Group Pages

From major tasks—such as recruitment of new students and staff—to the more mundane but equally important tasks—such as providing directions to campus—college and university Web sites perform a wide range of tasks for a varied assortment of users. Overlapping functions and user needs meld to create the need for a Web site with three major functions: promotion and marketing, access to online services, and providing a means of communication between individuals and groups. In turn, college and university Web sites that provide links to their library home page can be valuable assets for recruitment, public relations, and for helping users locate online services.

Goals for Web sites may vary for different users. Colleges and universities have a number of potential user groups: current students, faculty, staff, prospective students, donors, alumni, businesses, and media. Because the “fundamental organizing principle in Web site design is meeting users’ needs,” the organization of the home page should reflect the specific needs and interests of these user groups. By segmenting their home pages into distinct user-group pages, universities may be better able to meet the needs of their various users. Segmentation into subsites for distinct user groups is an effective navigational device that manages complex Web sites with numerous pages and a variety of audiences. As an added benefit to this structure, users should feel more welcome at a subsite that is designed specifically for them.

Middleton, McConnell, and Davidson divided the users of a university Web site into two categories: internal (faculty, staff, and students) and external (prospective students, alumni, donors, parents, community, visitors, and news media). While the needs of these groups overlap, internal users primarily need accessible, useful tools that will help them become productive and successful in their work or educational life. In contrast, external users primarily seek details on academic programs, campus environment, news and events, and contact information.

Along with the university home page in general, the representation of the library on the Web site has also diversified to meet the needs of these different user groups. Faculty, staff, and current students (internal users) may seek out the library for access to information that assists them in the completion of their work. Internal users need access to library services and resources such as course reserves, online databases, the catalog, and interlibrary loan. In all likelihood, internal users frequently will seek a wide variety of information on the library Web page. For external users, however, the library Web site’s primary function is for promotion of the institution. As an example, prospective students and their families may compare the library to that of other universities under consideration. Donors, alumni, and members of the business community may be interested in visiting or contributing to the library. Consequently, external users are more concerned with such characteristics of the library as the size and age of the collection, electronic resources, and the actual facilities. Hence, a link to the library is expected to appear more often on the subsites for internal users than on subsites for external users.

Link placement is also important. Web site usability research has demonstrated that links in the upper part of the page in either corner are much more likely to be noticed than links placed elsewhere. Therefore, access to the library from the university home page and associated user group pages can be affected by spatial placement of the link, the need to scroll (below the fold), drop-down menus, direct links, and terminology used for the library. A direct link to the library in a prominent position with comprehensible labeling maximizes the university’s investment into the libraries’ online resources.

It is important to note that the representation of the library on the university home page and subsequent user group subsites is not an indication of the worth of the library as perceived by the institutions. Although university Web site designers may group the library with general services such as food services or facilities, the absence or presence of a library link, terminology used, and link placement may not manifest the value that the university places on the library. Other factors, such as financial support and involvement in the curriculum and research, also serve to underscore the library’s value within the university community. However, as noted by Astroff, the Web page is “one officially approved representation of the university’s infrastructure.”

### Literature review

Several authors have previously dealt indirectly with the association between the university home page and the library home page. In King’s 1998 study of home page design of 120 Association for Research Libraries (ARL) institutions, he also looked at the placement of the library link on the associated parent university home page and counted the number of steps from the university home...
page to the library’s home page. For the 111 libraries that had parent institutions, he noted that at times it was necessary to search the home page for the library link. Forty-four percent of the library links could be located in one step while 50 percent of the institutions required the user to find the library link in two or more steps. For the remaining home pages, no association between the library and its parent institution could be found.

Dewey analyzed the findability and placement of links to various services on the library home page of twelve of the thirteen member libraries of the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC). She also noted that a direct link to the library from the university home page affects access to these services. CIC institutions fared poorly in this regard, with only five of the twelve institutions having a link to their library home page. For the remaining seven, the link was only found by searching the institution’s Web site.

One hundred and thirty-three library Web sites for medium-sized universities (six thousand to thirteen thousand students) were examined for specific features and core components in 2000 with a follow-up study in 2005. Sample size and university type were similar to those in this study. Even in cases where the process was lengthy and complicated, they found in the 2000 study that they were always able to “navigate from the parent institution to the library page either by a direct link or multiple links.” However, 32 percent of the institutions in the initial study had no link, logo, or drop-down menu that gave access to the library home page from the university home page. It was noted that the presence of a library icon on the university home page increases the likelihood that students will easily find the library home page. In Tolppanen, Miller, Wooden, and Tolppanen’s subsequent study in 2005 of the same set of universities, the percentage of the universities without access to the library home page from the university home page had only dropped to 29 percent.

In a comparison of Web sites of historically black college and university (HBCU) libraries and other public institutions in the southeastern United States, Agegbe examined the usefulness of HBCU library Web sites as service providers and information disseminators. Out of sixty-five library Web sites examined, only two libraries were inaccessible from the main university home page. However, she noted that 23 percent of those accessed were identified only after searching the university home page. She also advocated the presence of a direct link on the home page for visibility and ease of location.

In a more recent article, Welch surveyed 106 academic libraries (ARL and non-ARL) to evaluate the use of the library Web site for marketing library resources and services, exhibits, programs, and fundraising. The placement of a link to the library from the university home page was also studied, and the increased visibility of the library through direct links was emphasized as a public relations vehicle for the library. Welch reported that 80 percent of these libraries surveyed had direct links to the library from the institutional home page.

Stover and Zink examined forty library home pages in higher education. Instead of investigating the links from the university home page, they surveyed links from the library home page. Eighty percent of the library home pages in their study linked back to the university’s home page. They reasoned that such a link enhanced the library’s importance within the overall university community.

Astroff provided the most comprehensive research on access to libraries from university home pages in her study of 111 ARL institutions. Sixty-one percent of the university home pages had visible links to the library home page. Home pages were classified as having no visible link to the library if it was necessary for “the user to make some choice or perform some action before such a link becomes visible.” For example, the use of a drop-down menu box or a pathway to the library link via mouseovers was not considered a direct link to the library.

The importance of providing a link to the library from the university’s home page was recognized early in the development of university Web sites. Astroff noted that the trend to “organize information by the role the user plays in the university community” developed during her study. She claimed that segmentation into user groups can lead to a “very clean design but one that provides very little information and no place for a visible library link.” However, this author contends that a user group design may allow the library link to be more obvious on the home page. By relegating more information on various services to the specific user group, there is more white space on the home page for the library, and the user groups can be provided with information in a more usable format.

This study

This study is unique because it takes into account the trend to organize university home pages by user groups. With a focus on four-year, medium-sized universities, the accessibility of the library on pages targeted to associated user groups as well as accessibility from the university home page in general is examined.

In publications on Web site design, a variety of terms have been used to refer to these groups, such as subsites, user segments, or segmentation; in this paper, the term user groups will be used to represent these concepts. In addition, university will be used when referring to the college, university, or institution.
Method

University home pages: data set

A data set of home pages from four-year, medium-sized universities with a total student population of eight thousand to thirteen thousand students—full-time and part-time undergraduates and graduate students—was analyzed. University type and enrollment size of the author’s home university (Hofstra University) was used as a baseline for comparison to other medium-sized universities. Hofstra University, a private, nonsectarian, coeducational university, is located twenty-five miles east of Manhattan on Long Island in Hempstead, New York. Total enrollment at Hofstra University, including part-time undergraduate, graduate, and School of Law, is approximately thirteen thousand; full-time undergraduate enrollment is 8,067.

In order to ensure that a robust data set was obtained, two resources were used to generate a list of comparable universities: the “Compare Academic Libraries” tool from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) Web site and Peterson’s College Bound Online. The NCES comparison tool used data from the Academic Libraries Survey (ALS) for fiscal year 2002, which collected information from thirty-seven hundred academic libraries in the United States and outlying regions. ALS gathered data on libraries with “accredited degree-granting institutions of higher education and on the libraries in non-accredited institutions with a program of four years or more.”

The comparison group included universities within 20 percent of Hofstra’s total enrollment of thirteen thousand students; the NCES generated list was comprised of 168 universities with enrollments ranging between 9,023 and 13,534 undergraduates. Three Carnegie Classification levels were retained: Doctoral/Research Universities—Extensive (Class 15; n = 16); Doctoral/Research Universities—Intensive II (Class 16; n=25); and Master’s Colleges and Universities I (Class 21; n=36). Three categories were eliminated from analysis because they were not comparable to Hofstra’s Carnegie Class 16: Master’s (Comprehensive) Colleges and Universities II (Class 22), Associate of Arts Colleges (Carnegie Classification 33) and Schools of Engineering and Technology (Class 54). The final list from ALS contained 103 libraries.

Similarly, Peterson’s College Bound Online was limited to colleges with eight thousand to thirteen thousand full-time students, excluding Canada and Puerto Rico, and community colleges. After universities that were duplicated on both Peterson’s and ALS were removed, the list contained ninety universities. Because ARL universities are already studied elsewhere, they were also excluded.

A data set was formed with all universities that appeared on both lists. Finally, because Hofstra University is a private university with a Carnegie Classification 16 (Doctoral/Research Universities—Intensive II), universities with this level were retained if they appeared on either list. Eight universities were then eliminated from the data set because they were either online colleges or colleges that focused on the health sciences only. Some of the universities in the data set were part of a consortium that shared a home page, such as City University of New York (CUNY). Therefore, CUNY Brooklyn, City College, Lehman College, and Queens College were analyzed jointly and considered one home page. However, the CUNY Bernard M. Baruch College was examined separately because it had a unique home page. The final data set examined contained seventy-seven universities.

Software, hardware, and retrieval

Hardware used for the assessment of university pages was a Dell Pentium 4 (CPU 2.66GHz 384 MB of RAM) with a 16-inch, 32-bit color Intel Plug-and-Play Monitor with screen resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels. Software included the operating system (Microsoft Windows XP Professional version 2002) and browser (Microsoft Internet Explorer version 6.0.2600.0). Pages were displayed with no other toolbars than the Internet Explorer address bar. Screen shots of each page used for data collection were copied and retained for future reference.

Criteria examined

Each university home page was surveyed to determine whether there was a link to the library home page. If the university had a library link, additional data were collected. Drop-down menus or mouseovers were considered to be visible links in this study of home pages of medium-sized universities. Additional data on the use of drop-down menus for library links were collected.

If links to the library were displayed in a button bar, banner, or drop-down menu, they may have been due to page grid designs or server limitations. These navigational aids were often recorded as the second link to the library. On the university home page, a link to the library may also be represented in navigation bars or menus along the top or bottom of the university home page. When these navigational aids were present, they were also checked throughout each user group to see if they persisted as part of the structure of subsequent pages.

When there was more than one link to the library, hypertext links in the upper portion were recorded as the first link. Additional hypertext links were numbered according to their location on the page; links in the center were second, and links at the bottom were third. However, if a link was a drop-down menu, but-
ton bar, or banner menu that was the result of a page grid design, location was ignored and the link was always recorded as the last link (either second, third, or fourth).

University home pages were also examined to determine if the user needed to scroll to see the library link. If there was a link to the library from the university home page, the link was tested to see if it led directly to the library home page. Links that led users to a Web page that represented a collection or system of libraries at the parent university were recorded as direct links. University home pages were also examined to see whether there was more than one link to the library home page.

Specific characteristics of each link were examined. The exact terms, such as Libraries and Library Resources, used to label the library link were noted. Spatial placement of the library link on the university home page or specific user group was determined by dividing the screen into nine sections—upper left, upper center, upper right, center left, middle center, center right, lower left, lower center, and lower right—and noting the location of each library link.

Each site was also examined to determine whether the university had divided its home page for separate user groups. Many of the university home pages were designed to provide entry points to university information for each of these separate user groups. Data were collected for eight common user group categories; these user groups were categorized as external and internal users. Three types of users, Faculty, Staff, and Current Students, were identified as internal users. Where present, as many as five types were identified as external users: Prospective Students, Alumni and Donors, Parents, Visitors and Community, and Business and Media.

Variables examined for each category of user included the presence or absence of a link to the library on each specific user page and the number of links to the library. For the first and second library links, placement of these links and the terminology used to identify the library were recorded.

In some cases, university home pages were hybrid versions of the traditional university home page display and the segmented user group display. In these cases, some user categories were given but the home page as a whole was not segmented into specific user groups. These cases were included in the analysis. However, if the main university home page did not have divisions for user groups, the Web pages were not examined further.

Statistics

Standard two-tailed t-tests were used to compare the number of library links on university home pages, internal user groups, and external user groups. Chi-square tests and contingency tables were used to test for significant variation in link placement and the presence of at least a single library link on internal as opposed to external user group pages.

Results

An examination of home pages of seventy-seven medium-sized universities (eight thousand to thirteen thousand total student population) was undertaken in spring 2005. Thirty-two states and the District of Columbia were included in the sample. The states with the largest number of universities surveyed were New York (n=11), Missouri (n = 8), and Ohio (n = 4). Thirteen of the states were represented by only one university; ten of the states had two universities; and seven states had three universities included. The majority of universities were public (n=58); the rest were private non-sectarian (n=14) and private universities with religious affiliations.

Results of the study are arranged into three main categories: information about the library link on the main university home page, information on the library link within the Web pages for internal, and information on the library link within the Web pages for external user groups.

University home page characteristics

Seventy of the university home pages (91 percent) had an obvious, but not necessarily direct, link to the library home page (table 1). Most of the home pages of medium-sized universities had a direct link to the library home page (83 percent). Sixteen (23 percent) of the university home pages had the link to the library incorporated into a drop-down menu. In some cases, the university provided additional opportunities for the user to find the library on the home page by including a hypertext link along with the drop-down menu. Twenty-four percent of the university home pages had two or more links to the library.

University home page terminology

Terminology used to identify the library on the university home page was fairly uniform. For the first link to the library, all home pages used a phrase that contained the word library or its plural. Specifically, the terms Library or Libraries were used by 77 percent of the universities for the first link. Thirty percent of the universities used a phrase containing the word Library or Libraries along with another term (i.e., Library and Media Center; Libraries and Technology; Library Resources). Nine percent of the universities used the specific name
of the library (i.e., Andrus Library at the Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania; Booth Library at Eastern Illinois University; Maag Library at Youngstown State University). This terminology pattern was consistent for those Web pages with multiple library links—all used the word Library or its plural.

**University home page link placement**

Spatial placement of the first library link on the university home page was quite varied. Nearly 29 percent of the universities had a link to the library home page in the center on the left side of the page. Twenty-one percent placed the link to the library in the upper right corner. Overall, the center was the preferred place for the first link to the library; 47 percent of the universities had the first link in the center section (center left, right, or middle) of the home page. Fewer of the links were in the upper part of the university home page; 36 percent of the universities had the first link in the upper section (upper left, right, or center) of the home page. Only 17 percent of the links were in the lower part (lower left, center, or right) of the home page. Of these universities with the link in the lower part of the page, the majority of them (75 percent) required the user to scroll down the page to see this link.

Placement of the second link to the library on the university home page was quite different. For the seventeen libraries with such links, none were in the center area of the home page. Placement of the second link to the library was fairly evenly divided between the upper section (47 percent) and the lower section (53 percent) of the universities’ home pages. Because this additional link was in the upper or lower parts of the page, it seems likely that the second link was attributed to a follow-through menu design.

The link to the library from the university home page could also be displayed in a button bar along the top, a drop-down menu or a menu along the bottom or one side that is retained throughout the Web site. Specific characteristics, such as placement and terminology, for these links were generally recorded as the second or subsequent link. Seventy-four percent of the universities’ Web sites carried the library link through and displayed it on the home page for some or all of the succeeding user groups. Page grid layout or server limitations contributed to some of the user groups’ pages having up to four links to the library on their individual home pages. For example, 50 percent of the pages in the Faculty and Staff user category had two or more links to the library.

Table 1. University home pages: library links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria Examined</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>N= for subset</th>
<th>N= for total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is there a link to the library?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it a direct link to the library?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it necessary to scroll to see the library link?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the link part of a drop-down menu?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there more than one link?</td>
<td>1 link</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 links</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the term used for the first library link?</td>
<td>Libraries or Library</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library or Libraries and “other”</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library “name”</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where is the first link?</td>
<td>Upper (Left, Center, Right)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center (Left, Center, Right)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower (Left, Center, Right)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the menu follow through to the other Web pages?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there user group segments?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**University home page user group segments**

Seventy (91 percent) of the seventy-seven university
home pages had clear user group delineation. In five other cases, the university home page had indistinct user groups; these home pages presented some user groups within the traditional university home page design. These five home pages were included in the analysis of user groups. Only two of the seventy-seven university home pages had no user group segmentation and therefore were discarded from the user segmentation analysis.

All of the seven university home pages with no library link (direct or indirect) had user group segmentation. Of the twelve university home pages that had only an indirect link to the library, eleven had user group delineation. Although data were collected for eight categories of users, the majority of universities had six categories or fewer: Faculty and Staff, Current Students, Prospective Students, Alumni and Donors, Parents and Family, Visitors and Community. The Faculty and Staff categories were combined for this analysis because sixty-seven of the seventy-five universities had Faculty and Staff combined into one user group. Only two of the universities had a separate category for Staff. In one case, California State University, Hayward/East Bay (CSU), the Staff page contained the same information in the same arrangement as the Faculty page. The Staff page did not have a link to the library at the other university (Howard University). Of the seventy-five libraries with user segments, six of them had no category that included Staff.

Only six (8 percent) of the universities had a Business or Media user group represented on any of their university home pages. Three of these had links to the library home page; two of these links were only through a menu bar and one was only through a drop-down menu that appeared throughout the Web pages. Thus, in these cases the link was probably due to a follow-through menu determined by the software design. No further data for this category of user are presented here.

**Internal user groups link number**

As noted above, data on the user groups were divided into two primary sections: internal and external. The internal users consisted of two types: Faculty and Staff and Current Students. As shown in table 2, 94 percent of the Faculty and Staff group had a link to the library. Of these, 50 percent had two or more links to the library in their Faculty and Staff page. Pages for Current Students had results similar to the Faculty and Staff category; 97 percent provided a link to the library from the student page. For those student pages that had links to the library, 56 percent had only one link and 44 percent had two or more links to the library. Eleven of the Current Student pages had three to four links to the library.

**Internal user groups terminology**

The Faculty and Staff and the Current Students groups had similar terminology usage, with most of the groups using either Library or Libraries or Library name. The terms Library or Libraries were used most often by both user groups; Faculty and Staff used these two terms 46 percent of the time, Current Students used them in 52 percent of the cases. The university’s library name was used on 27 percent of the Faculty and Staff pages and 22 percent of the Current Students pages. Library or Libraries and “other” were used on 18 percent of the Faculty and Staff pages and 11 percent of the Current Students pages.

**Internal user groups link placement**

Spatial placement of the link to the library for the Faculty and Staff group and the Current Students was fairly widely distributed. The link to the library was placed in the upper part of the page 35 percent of the time for Faculty and Staff and 27 percent for the Current Students. The center of the page was used for the library link 29 percent of the Faculty and Staff pages and 36 percent of the Current Students pages. The link to the library was placed in the lower part of the page 35 percent of the time for Faculty and Staff and 36 percent of the Current Students.

**External user groups link number**

The external users consisted of four types: Prospective Students; Alumni and Donors; Parents and Family; and Visitors and Community (table 3). Of external users, the Prospective Student group had the highest number of links to the library (74 percent). The other groups had similar percentages of links to the library from their page; 67 percent of the Parents and Family group had links to the library while 60 percent of the Visitors and Community group had links to the library. Only 49 percent of the Alumni and Donors category had links to the library.

**External user groups terminology**

Terminology used by the external groups was fairly consistent for all groups. For all of the user groups, most of the links were labeled Library or Libraries. The Alumni and Donors group used one of these two terms 72 percent of the time; the Prospective Students group used one of the terms 62 percent of the time. The Parents and Family group used either Library or Libraries for the link 54 percent of the time; Visitors and Community used one of these terms 70 percent of the time. The specific university Library name was used often by two of the groups. Twenty-four percent of the Prospective
Students group used the specific name of the library; the Parents and Family group used Library name 25 percent of the time.

**External user groups link placement**

Placement of the library link on the four external user group pages was varied, but most of the external user groups had the library link in the upper section of the page. Sixty-four percent of the Alumni and Donors pages, 61 percent of the Visitors and Community pages, 49 percent of the Prospective student pages, and 42 percent of the Parents and Family pages placed the link in the upper portion of the page. The library link was located in the center portion of the page least often by all of the external user groups. For example, the center position for the Prospective Students group was used 22 percent of the time; Alumni and Donors used this position only 11 percent of the time.

## Discussion

Links to the library: Comparison with other studies

Comparison to other studies that examined the link to the library on the university home page shows diverse patterns. Although earlier studies that examined the university home page for a link to the library utilized a variety of data sets, criteria, and university types, simple

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Faculty &amp; staff 1st occur N=72</th>
<th>Faculty &amp; staff 2nd–4th occur N=43</th>
<th>Current students 1st occur N=73</th>
<th>Current students 2nd–4th occur N=45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>set n=</td>
<td>Total N=</td>
<td>set n=</td>
<td>Total N=</td>
<td>set n=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a link to the library?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many links are there to the library?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 to 4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What term is used for the library link?</td>
<td>Libraries or Library</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library or Libraries &amp; “other”</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library name</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University libraries</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where is the link?</td>
<td>Upper (Left, Center, Right)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center (Left, Center, Right)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower (Left, Center, Right)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
comparisons remain valid. This study of medium-sized universities found that 91 percent of the universities had a link to the library (table 4). Studies by Aying and King found similar percentages of those universities with links. In her examination of sixty-five Web sites of traditionally black colleges and other institutions in the southeastern U.S., Aying reported that 97 percent had a link to the library home page. Ninety-three percent of the 111 ARL universities in King’s study had a link. Thus, the type of university surveyed seems to have little effect on the presence of a link to the library on the university home page. Studies that included ARL universities have reported 93 percent, 80 percent, and 76 percent having links to the library. These differences may be due in part to the way each link was counted. For example, in some studies, the criteria for counting a link were that it should be “obvious” in order to be counted as a link. Medium-sized universities also differed, with 91 percent, 71 percent, and 67 percent having links. Examining the data chronologically also shows no clear pattern of increasing or decreasing links. Earlier studies from 1996 and 1998 had good library representation (85 or 93 percent, respectively); while a study from 1999 had much lower library representation (58 percent). Three studies from 2000 and 2001 found links to the library on the home page from 68 to 97 percent of the time. When this study is compared with other 2005 studies, the library is on the university home page from 71 to 91 percent of the time.

User groups library link

Due to daily work and study needs, internal user groups were expected to have a link to the library more often than external user groups. Internal user groups showed a high

| Table 3. External user groups: prospective students, alumni and donors, parents and family, visitors, and community |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Question                                      | Prospective students 1st occur N=61          | Alumni & donors 1st occur N=73                | Parents & family 1st occur N=36               | Visitors & community 1st occur N=38           |
|                                                | set n= Total N= %                            | set n= Total N= %                            | set n= Total N= %                            | set n= Total N= %                            |
| Is there a link to the library?               |                                               |                                               |                                               |                                               |
| Yes                                           | 45 61 74                                    | 36 73 49                                    | 24 36 67                                    | 23 38 60                                    |
| No                                            | 16 26 37                                    | 51 12 67                                    | 33 15 40                                    | 17 23 74                                    |
| How many links are there to the library?      |                                               |                                               |                                               |                                               |
| 1                                              | 34 45 76                                    | 26 36 72                                    | 17 24 71                                    | 17 23 74                                    |
| 2                                              | 11 24 10                                    | 28 7                                        | 29 6                                        | 26                                            |
| What term is used for the library link?       |                                               |                                               |                                               |                                               |
| Libraries or Library                          | 28 45 62                                    | 26 36 72                                    | 13 24 54                                    | 16 23 70                                    |
| Library or Libraries & “other”               | 4 9 4                                       | 11 2                                        | 8 5                                        | 22                                            |
| Library name                                  | 11 24 4                                     | 11 6                                        | 25 1                                        | 4                                             |
| University libraries                          | 2 4 2                                       | 6 3                                         | 12 1                                        | 4                                             |
| Other                                         | 0 0                                         | 0 0                                         | 0 0                                         | 0                                             |
| Where is the link?                            |                                               |                                               |                                               |                                               |
| Upper (Left, Center, Right)                   | 22 45 49                                    | 23 36 64                                    | 10 24 42                                    | 14 23 61                                    |
| Center (Left, Center, Right)                  | 10 22 4                                     | 11 5                                        | 21 3                                        | 13                                            |
| Lower (Left, Center, Right)                   | 13 29 9                                     | 25 9                                        | 37 6                                        | 26                                            |
percentage of links to the library (Faculty and Staff: 94 percent; Students: 97 percent). External users had link-to-the-library frequencies ranging from 49 percent (Alumni and Donors) to 74 percent (Prospective Students). There was significant variation among the groups in the presence or absence of at least a single library link ($X^2=20.29$, d.f.=6, $p<0.005$); significantly more internal user group pages than external user group pages had at least one link to the library ($X^2=19.48$, d.f.=1, $p<0.005$).

In addition to the presence of a single link, internal user groups were also expected to have more additional links to the library. Additional links may appear due to follow-through menus or the deliberate addition of links because of perceived importance of these services by administrators or Web designers. In addition to the appearance of the first link, 50 percent of the Faculty and Staff and Students user groups had more than one link to the library. Internal pages had significantly more library links per page than external pages ($t=8.6$, d.f.=1, $p<0.05$).

Because of these results, comparison of the number of links on the university home page to those on internal and external user group pages was not surprising. There was no significant difference between the number of library links on university home pages and the number of links on internal user pages ($p>0.05$). However, there was a significant difference between the number of library links on university home pages compared to the number of library links on external user home pages ($t=7.2$, d.f.=1, $p<0.05$).

**User groups: external**

Little academic literature was available on college and university Web sites from the non-librarian perspective. More quantitative approaches to university Web sites include literature on informetric studies. For example, a recent link metrics study examined the number and type of links on the university Web page in relation to the research at that university. Internal users (Current students, Faculty and Staff) and one group of external users (Prospective students) were examined in the available research. No academic literature was available for any of the other external user groups.

In articles on prospective students and the university Web site, the library was not recommended or even mentioned as being an attribute to include on the Prospective Students Web page. In a study of fifty-five prospective students, participants were asked their opinions on content and design of the university Web site. Prospective students were most interested in information on admissions and environmental content, such as physical appearance of the campus itself, fellow students, and activities available. Poock and Lefond presented a table with the information that these prospective students expect to see when visiting a university Web site. Fifty-nine answers included a variety of topics, such as information on admissions, athletics, course offerings, job opportunities, on-campus housing, majors and minors available, student social life, quick university facts, campus news and calendar, school colors, nickname and fight song, and campus location. The library was conspicuously absent from this list.

In an article about the use of search engines in a university’s recruitment strategy, Whiteside and Mentz advocated the use of key departments and keywords that highlight benefits and successes that would attract students to attend the university. They provided a partial list of suggested departments and terms to include for prospective students. Their list includes information on thirty items, such as accreditation, national rankings, admissions requirements, financial aid, enrollment size,

---

**Table 4. University home page links to the library**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article author</th>
<th>Publication year</th>
<th>Institution type</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>% with link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agingu</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SE Black univ. &amp; other inst.</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astroff</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>ARL</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Cmte on Institutional Cooperation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harpel-Burke</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Med-sized univ (8-13K students)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>ARL</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stover &amp; Zink*</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>General higher education</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topppanen, et. al</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Med-sized univ (6-13K students)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topppanen, et. al</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Med-sized univ (6-13K students)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>ARL &amp; non-ARL</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Inverse; reports links from the library home page to the university home page

---
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wireless capability, disability services, extracurricular activities, degree programs, advisement, athletics (and the name of the sport), housing, directions for visiting, and safety issues. Library resources and facilities were absent from this list as well.

**User groups: internal**

In these discussions of topics that Web-savvy prospective students look for on university Web pages, libraries may have been overlooked without good reason. In fact, Mechitov, Moskhovich, and Underwood performed an analysis of “student perceptions of academic Web sites and to determine the principal criteria that students use in forming positive and negative perceptions” for internal user groups. Students evaluated aspects of the Web sites for attractiveness, information content, and entertainment. The evaluation indicated that ease of access to information is certain stylistic design issues (i.e., color coordination) were most important to the students. Analysis revealed that one of the four main reasons for visiting and revisiting university Web sites was for “additional information (e.g., on-line library and bookstore, research pages, writing center, job links and employment, search engines for student e-mail addresses).” Thus, the authors recommended that an effective university Web site should feature separate Web pages for all universitv services “(hosing availability and policies, including photos of all dormitories, dining room services, libraries, career centers, bookstores, athletics).” Therefore, it seems that links to the library should probably have been included regularly in user pages for prospective students.

The literature on faculty perceptions also included the library. Abeles, White, and Hahn used focus groups and questionnaires to gather data from business faculty with Internet experience. An important component of the study was to “identify the criteria that users consider in using a Web site.” The researchers were interested in describing the faculty’s information needs, search behaviors, and their Internet and Web use. Although the library was not specifically mentioned, most of the faculty indicated that locating literature was their greatest reason for using a Web site. This literature was described as “scholarly articles in business or professional journals.” Specifically, the resources that they focused on (electronic databases and full-text versions of these journals) are commonly available on the university library’s Web site.

Thus, absence or presence of a link may be attributed to the universities’ “dual roles of being public institutions while simultaneously having to act competitively and efficiently.” The university Web site’s promotional functions suggest that a link to the library for recruitment purposes is not essential. However, further study in this area is warranted to determine if the presence or absence of a library link for external users has any impact on recruitment, donations, or community relations. For internal users, the importance of a link to the library was clearly recognized. Not addressed here is the issue of internal users who fail to recognize the Web site as a resource for fulfilling their information needs.

**Terminology**

In general, links to the library were labeled with the word Library or a phrase containing the word. Terminology was fairly uniform throughout all user groups and on the home page. In only a few cases were any other terms used to identify the library, such as Reference Desk for Faculty and Staff. Because the terminology used was not varied, no statistical analyses were performed. In general Web design principles, clever phrases and jargon are discouraged; informative and unambiguous terms are recommended. Nielsen noted that vague terminology causes users to puzzle over meanings and may serve to alienate them. Use of easily understood terms also makes sense from a recruitment or marketing standpoint. Whiteside and Mentz note that in order to highlight the benefits derived from attending a particular institution, “colleges and universities must target the search engine terms . . . or keywords that Internet users are likely to use.”

**Library link placement**

Web site usability research indicates that the most sought-after information should be located in the upper part of the page in either of the top corners. Findings in the Foynter Institute’s Eyetracking III study, which examined how Internet users read newspapers online, also indicated that eyes tend to gravitate to the upper left corner of a Web page. Because it is unclear if the library is the most sought-after information, there were no expectations associated with the placement of the library link.

Spatial placement of the first library link on the university home page and subsequent user groups was quite varied. On the home page, the first link to the library was mainly in the center of the page (47 percent). However, the upper right corner was also used often (21 percent).

For the user group pages, the internal user group pages were fairly evenly divided among the upper, center, and lower part of the page. Faculty and Staff user groups had the most links divided between the upper (35 percent) and lower part of the page (35 percent), with 29 percent in the center of the page. Student user groups had most links in the center (37 percent) and lower parts (36 percent) of the page, with 27 percent in the upper part of the page.

All of the external groups had the most links to the library in the upper part of the page. Alumni and Donors placed the link there 64 percent of the time, followed by
Visitors and Community (61 percent), Prospective students (49 percent) and Parents and Family (42 percent). There is significant variation in link placement among the user groups ($X^2=34.20$, d.f. = 12, $p<0.005$).

Thus, relatively few university pages placed the link to the library in the area recommended for high-profile links. Links for internal users also had no consistently dominant position. However, links to the library for external user group pages were most often in the upper portion.

## Conclusion

With 91 percent of the medium-sized universities in this study having links to the library on their home page, library representation on university home pages is quite good for the general user. Similarly, library representation on both types of internal user group pages—Faculty and Staff and Current Students—was also very high. Although a link to the library does not necessarily indicate the value that the university places on the library, these high percentages suggest that the library is important to the people responsible for university Web pages. Although library representation on external user group pages was lower (both in number of library links and prominence of those links), these groups still had a substantial number of library links.

General studies on the importance and promotion of the library to these user groups would seem valuable in determining the need, availability, and placement of links for these groups. Usability studies exploring the ways that these external user groups make use of the library via the Web site may also have many potential benefits.

Individual library Web pages targeted to a specific user group could be specially designed to showcase services for that group.

As noted by Jafari, “[m]ixing the information categories needed by both current and prospective members on a single Web site results in a compound design solution that does not serve either group well.” This concept could be further developed for the library Web page; each of the separate user groups could find the information about the library that they value most.

For example, prospective students and their parents may appreciate pages that would give them information that they can use in making a university choice. For these two external user groups, library pages could be designed that highlight information on collection age and size, electronic resources, assistance by library staff, and special programs such as laptop borrowing.

A library Web page designed for donors could also emphasize various services that could encourage financial support. These pages could give guidance on gifts of various amounts by suggesting specific books (with donor plates) or perhaps showcasing previous larger donations that resulted in a building, room, or a collection named in honor of the donor.

By contrast, internal user groups are more interested in Web pages that highlight specific services associated with their daily activities. Current faculty and staff may want to make suggestions for acquisitions, or place inter-library loans. Current students may visit the library Web page to use databases, check the availability of study areas, or locate spots for wireless connections. Kvarik and Handberg studied the changes in student services in general. They noted that students are now determining the flow, timing, and format of information that they need. For students, the library Web page could emphasize 24/7 access to the library, electronic formats, and remote access to databases.

Thus, further study on the overall importance of the link to the library for these various user groups is warranted. Specific content of internal and external user group pages also merits further investigation. Then the feasibility and necessity of individual Web pages or portals to the library for each user group could be considered.
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The State of RFID Applications in Libraries

Jay Singh, Navjit Brar, and Carmen Fong

The adoption of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology by libraries promises a solution that could make it possible to inventory hundreds of thousands of items in their collections in days instead of months. In addition, it would allow patrons to check out and return library property automatically at any time of the day. Besides speeding up checkouts, keeping collections in better order, and alleviating repetitive strain injuries among librarians, RFID promises to provide a better control on theft, nonreturns, and misfiling of a library’s assets. With an estimated 35 million library items tagged worldwide in more than three hundred libraries, this technology is generating ever-increasing interest. In October and November 2004, the industrial technology department and the Robert E. Kennedy Library at Cal Poly State University, San Luis Obispo, surveyed participating libraries, RFID electronic discussion groups, and Library and Information Technology Association (LITA-L) electronic discussion group subscribers to collect information with regards to the implementation of RFID systems in libraries. Opinions were gathered regarding such topics, actual or estimated, as RFID implementation costs and time; the impact of the technology on operations such as handling of volumes and security; and RFID system features adopted such as conversion stations, self-checkout units, and security systems. Information on the various RFID library components and the results from the survey are presented in this paper.

As libraries adopt the use of tiny radio frequency identification (RFID) tags for tracking their assets, it is becoming possible to inventory hundreds of thousands of items in their collections in days instead of months and to allow patrons to checkout and return library property automatically at any time of day. In 1998, RFID was proposed as a way to make possible the self-serve processing of books and media by patrons in North America. It was initially installed in the library of Rockefeller University in New York in 1999. The first public library to use the technology was the Farmington Community Library in Michigan, also in 1999. Since then, more than three hundred libraries have, or are in the process of implementing, an RFID system. According to the research service RFID Knowledgebase, United States libraries lead the world in RFID use, with the United Kingdom and Japan tied for second place. It estimates that 35 million library items have been tagged worldwide. Even the high-profile Vatican library in Rome has recently started tagging 120,000 volumes of its collection. It is estimated that it will take the administrators at the Vatican library only half a day to inventory these tagged volumes as compared to the one month required prior to tagging. Tagging two million of the Vatican’s forty-million-piece collection during the next few years is also planned.

Besides speeding up checkouts, keeping collections in better order, and alleviating repetitive strain injuries among librarians, RFID promises to provide better control against theft, nonreturns, and misfiling of a library’s assets. San Francisco Public Library, after consulting with experts and other libraries, expects RFID to help reduce workplace injuries that cost it $265,000 in workers’ compensation claims over the past three years. At its present stage of development, RFID technology for libraries faces a number of unresolved issues. Among the most significant are privacy, lack of standardization, and cost. The Infopeople Project and the Information Technology Section of the California Library Association (CLA) conducted a recent survey. Of the approximately 51 percent of libraries who participated in the survey and were not considering implementing RFID, 58 percent cited cost as the major issue and 9 percent listed privacy concerns.

Molnar and Wagner have discovered several serious vulnerabilities related to a library patron’s privacy, including a lack of appropriate access control, the shortcomings in the collision-avoidance protocols in place today, and poor key management practices.

From October 13, 2004, to November 1, 2004, the industrial technology department and the Robert E. Kennedy Library at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly), surveyed participating libraries, RFID electronic discussion groups, and Library and Information Technology Association electronic discussion group (LITA-L) subscribers to collect information regarding the implementation of RFID systems in libraries. The need to conduct a survey arose from the lack of information regarding the present state of RFID applications in libraries, and because the authors felt it was necessary to have the opinion of those directly affected by this technology. Members and subscribers were given a link directing them to an Internet-based survey. Twenty-nine libraries participated and completed the survey; of these, ten had already converted to an RFID-based system at their location. The survey provided an insight into library RFID systems. Opinions were gathered regarding such topics as RFID implementation costs and time; the impact of the...
technology on operations such as handling of volumes and security; and RFID system features adopted (e.g., conversion stations, self-checkout units, and security systems). Results from this survey are presented at the end of this paper.

### RFID basics

An RFID system (figure 1) consists of three parts:

- A scanning device
- A transceiver with a decoder to interpret the data
- A transponder—the radio-frequency tag—that has been programmed with information

A scanning antenna puts out radio-frequency (RF) signals in a relatively short range. The RF radiation does two things; it provides a means of communicating with the transponder tag (the RFID chip) and it provides the RFID device with the energy to communicate. RFID tags for library applications do not need to contain batteries and can therefore remain usable for very long periods of time. Scanning antennas can be permanently affixed to a surface or can be in handheld form. An institution could build them into a doorframe to accept data from persons or objects (or in the case of libraries, books) passing through. Various RFID system components for library use will be discussed in this paper.

When an RFID tag passes through the field of the scanning antenna, it detects the activation signal from the antenna. This “wakes up” the RFID tag, and it transmits the information on its microchip to be picked up by the scanning antenna. The RFID tag may be one of two types. Active RFID tags have their own power source, the advantage of which is that the reader can be much farther away and still receive the signal. Although some tags are built to have up to a ten-year life span, their actual life span is more limited. Passive RFID tags, however, do not require batteries, can be much smaller, and have a virtually unlimited life span. Due to their lower costs and their ability to carry large amounts of information, passive RFID tags are being used for library applications.

Figure 2 shows a typical RFID tag to be applied to the books at a library. Besides carrying a unique ID number programmed by the library, these tags also carry a security bit that is activated when an item is returned to the library, and inactivated upon proper checkout. These actions are performed during a normal checkout or return operation and do not require a separate step as with magnetic-strip-type security devices, thereby combining both inventory and security features.

Figure 3 depicts a typical flow of information between the items—whether books or audio-video media—and the integrated library system (ILS).

RFID tags can be read in a wide variety of circumstances in which barcodes or other optically read technologies are useless. The tag need not be on the surface of the object (and is therefore not subject to wear), the
read time is typically less than 100 milliseconds, and large numbers of tags can, in theory, be read at once, rather than item by item. Finally, unlike barcodes, RFID tags can be read even when they are not directly within the scanner’s line of sight.

**RFID library system**

There are various options that a library must consider before converting to RFID. Libramation Library Systems, an RFID library solutions vendor, participated in a separate study involving simulation of a complete RFID-based system at Cal Poly in May 2005. The system used 1024-bit (of which 896 bits are available for programming), 60 p/sec (gap pulse) anti-collision tags with Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS). The system operated at a frequency of 13.56 MHz and conformed to ISO 15693/18000 Standard. Various components associated with a library implementation were demonstrated.

**Tag programming station**

A programming (and verification) station is used to link the programmable code on the tag affixed to a volume to the existing bar code used for identifying it. This operation is very short and easy to perform. A rate of approximately 250 conversions per hour was achieved in trials at the Robert E. Kennedy Library. Figure 4 shows a typical programming station.

**Self-checkout and check-in stations**

These user-friendly stations are employed by patrons for checking out or returning items at the library. Easy-to-understand instructions in any language are possible to assist or prompt the patron through the process. Figure 5 depicts a typical self-serve station. These stations can be freestanding or counter-top, are adaptable to any existing form of patron membership card, and can be customized to the library’s needs. Return stations can be placed at a convenient location outside the library for after-hours operations. Printed receipts confirming an interaction may also be issued. Based upon the operation, these stations are also capable of activating or deactivating the security bit in the tags. A checkout operation, for example, would require that the bit be deactivated in order for the patron to leave the premises without triggering an alarm.

**Staff circulation desk**

When used at library-staffed circulation desks, these ergonomically designed units have the capacity to reduce the number of movements by a staff member
for a typical task from approximately eight to ten (barcode/magnetic strip) to two to three (RFID) per item. As with the self-serve stations, the units can be customized to the specific requirements of a library. Hybrid desks such as the one shown in figure 6 may be used to perform scanning of a barcode/magnetic strip and an RFID-based operation. Hybrid circulation desks permit patrons to scan their own library cards in order to initiate the check-out process. The staff member is able to view patron status on a flat screen monitor. She or he then slides each item by hand along the desk, where it passes over a built-in or top-mounted barcode scanner. An acoustic signal indicates that the scanner has successfully identified the item, circulation records are automatically updated, and the scanned materials are desensitized and passed to the client area of the desk for retrieval by the patron. To complete the process, the staff member presses a receipt key on a mini-keyboard to produce a printed receipt with due date.

**Sorting stations**

Most of the usual tedious and repetitive handling of material is eliminated with these stations since the sorting unit can separate library materials into individual material bins. This system can be modular and expandable and can greatly enhance the sorting process. The security bit on the tags is automatically activated upon sorting. Figure 7 shows one such unit marketed by Libramation Library Systems.

**Security gates**

EAS is an anti-theft system used by libraries. Pre-RFID systems utilized metallic security strips that needed to be desensitized—a separate action—during a normal checkout in order for patrons to exit the library without setting off an alarm. This security feature is incorporated by RFID technology in the tag itself and is much more conveniently activated or deactivated during the check-in or checkout operation. Security gates, which play a crucial role in preventing loss of library properties, typically set off an alarm when an unauthorized or improperly checked-out item is detected. A customized security gate by Libramation is shown in figure 8.

**Portable readers**

The promise of RFID is to dramatically reduce the time and effort of taking inventory. A handheld reader makes quick and easy work of shelf-management activities like weeding or finding missing and out-of-order books. In a vendor white paper supplied to the authors, VTLS, an RFID-solution vendor, claims to be able to inventory a collection of 250,000 books in less than four hours as compared to the thirty-five hours needed by the 3M portable reader. It also claims that VTLS’s portable readers can find one hundred books in a ten-thousand-book collection in approximately eight minutes, as compared to eighty-three minutes by 3M. The read speed claimed by VTLS is twenty books per second as compared with two for 3M. Figure 9 shows a Libramation Library Systems portable reader.

**RFID library survey**

This section summarizes the responses of twenty-nine libraries that participated in the survey conducted by the authors. Out of these twenty-nine, twenty-six public libraries, two academic libraries, and a corporate library were represented. The average number of hours of operation for all participating libraries was 104 hours per month, with an average seating capacity of 370. Eighty-nine percent of all survey participants reported less than
or equal to 2 million user visits every year. The average collection size for the twenty-nine libraries was 1.34 million; the average circulation was 1.24 million per year. The participating libraries had an average interlibrary loan transaction of 760 per year. Because they address both security and inventory issues, interlibrary loan transactions play an important role when considering implementation of RFID technology in a consortial environment using a shared library management system. Library assets should be able to be processed by any member of the consortium in such an application.\textsuperscript{11} The public libraries of Fresno County, California, serve as a good example of a consortia. They have thirty-four branches and started converting two of the branches to RFID last year.\textsuperscript{12}

Migration to an RFID-based library system

Of the twenty-nine respondents, ten libraries had migrated to an RFID-based system and nineteen libraries had not. Out of the nineteen libraries that had not migrated, thirteen were in the process of migrating to RFID, four were considering migration, and two had no current plans for migration to an RFID-based library system.

According to the previously referenced Infopeople survey, of the approximately 51 percent of libraries that participated in their survey and were not considering implementing RFID, 58 percent expressed cost as the major issue and 9 percent listed privacy concerns.\textsuperscript{13} Forty-eight percent of the participating libraries were considering RFID; these institutions suggested that the evaluation processes would be aided by: information from other libraries that had already implemented RFID systems (ranked the highest); a checklist of key questions to consider; RFID vendor product information; and additional information about privacy, security, and health concerns.

Conversion costs and time

Twelve quantitative responses were received for the Cal Poly survey. The conversion cost (actual or estimated) ranged from $113,000 to $1.2 million, with the average conversion cost being $502,917. These costs are difficult to gauge due to the number of variables, such as partial or complete conversion of collections, paid versus volunteer employee time, and the number of RFID system components such as number of self-checkout stations.

According to Vinod Chachra, CEO of VTLS, a full RFID implementation, including tags for books, readers, software, and self-checkout stations, runs around $1 per book. In comparison, the same implementation would have cost approximately $1.60 per book a year ago.\textsuperscript{14} According to Boss, the cost of implementing an RFID system for a collection of forty thousand items would be $70,000; for a collection of one hundred thousand items, it would be $166,000.\textsuperscript{15} Because his estimates were made in late 2003, they may be considerably high compared to the lower costs available now. Boss also provides estimates for individual RFID components in
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his paper. Smart points out several main vendors that have led the market in providing libraries with equipment and training to converting their libraries to an RFID system. She also provides ballpark figures of these vendors’ charges to convert a mid-sized library of two hundred thousand items including two hundred thousand tags, one self-checkout, one self-return, and one entrance gate: 3M Library Systems is estimated to charge $175,000 to $275,000; Bibliotheca approximately $180,000; Libramation Library Systems approximately $125,000 to $160,000; Vernon Library Supplies $150,000; and Checkpoint between $100,000 and $130,000.

Conversion times (concluded or estimated) for sixteen libraries that have migrated or plan to migrate to RFID vary from one library to another. Three of those libraries took less than six months, eight libraries took or estimate that it will take twelve months, and the remaining three took eighteen months to switch to RFID. Two libraries did not have a definitive answer. The average conversion time was 11.18 months.

Bosshardt estimates a typical training time of fifteen to twenty minutes for teaching a person to tag books. A phased implementation is also recommended. According to Frank Mussche, president of Libramation, a good strategy for libraries not willing to convert their entire collections at once is to first tag their most circulated items instead of slowly phasing in the entire collection to an RFID-based management system. Backroom stations and even the circulation desks can be used to convert any untagged items as they are returned to the library. This strategy allows a library to move from a barcode-only system to one that also has RFID capabilities without requiring a greater amount of resources than would otherwise be needed.

**Staffing since RFID migration**

Most of the responding libraries showed little to no changes in the number of employees. This may be attributed to recent migrations, expansion of facilities, or staff being reassigned to other duties. Three libraries, however, showed a significant difference in the number of employees prior to and after RFID adoption. All three attributed this to a facility expansion or a move to a new facility.

Due to the automation of circulation and inventorying of a library’s collection by an RFID-based system, the employees who typically perform such tasks have good reason to feel the threat of getting laid off. San Francisco and Berkeley Public Libraries in California are presently dealing with such issues.

**Circulation time since RFID implementation**

There were ten responses for this question. Fifty percent of the participating libraries showed more than 10 percent increase in usage, as per the circulation stats, since RFID implementation. The responding libraries commented on a significant reduction in both check-in and checkout times and processes. Three of them provided quantitative responses that are presented in figure 10.

According to Checkpoint, an RFID vendor that claims that the system processes twenty items per second, libraries can realize as much as 75 percent reduction in handling time after installing their Intelligent Library System. One key benefit of an RFID-based system as far as circulation is concerned is that it combines it with EAS. The security bit in a tag replaces the security strip needed with the barcode approach, and items can be moved in or out of the premises without performing two separate steps. The Mastics-Moriches Community Library in New York conducted a time and cost analysis to compare EAS and RFID systems for circulation and found that RFID gave a savings in labor time of up to 85 percent. Figure 11 shows the results of the study.

Self-checkout rates tend to increase with easy-to-use circulation systems. Santa Clara Public Libraries, which in 2000 became the first system on the West Coast to adopt an RFID-based system, has achieved a self-checkout rate of 45 percent. According to Margaret Hazel, Oregon Public Library’s technology manager, the library has achieved a near 100 percent self-checkout rate. Of note here is the fact that the Eugene Public Library has tagged all of its collection while the Santa Clara Public Libraries are still to tag such items as CDs and DVDs. Jackie Griffin,
the library director at the Berkeley Public Library, estimates that self-checkouts at the library would jump from 15 to 90 percent after an RFID installation. The Eugene Public Library reported “collision” problems on very thin materials and on videos as well as false readings from the RFID security gates. Collision problems mean that two or more tags are close enough to cancel the signals, making them undetectable by the RFID checkout and security systems.

**RFID system features**

An RFID system offers a variety of options. The various components needed to create a functional RFID library system depend on the unique requirements of individual libraries. Table 1 shows responses to the query regarding the various RFID system features, existing or sought, by the ten libraries that had already converted to RFID.

As can be seen, the patron self-checkout and conversion stations were deemed the most important RFID system feature, followed by security systems, staff service stations, inventory systems, and automatic book return systems, in that order. Of note is the fact that all of the responding libraries wanted to adopt the self-checkout units. This indicates that most of the libraries wanted to free up staff time from the repetitive task of circulating items. An automatic book return system, which can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, was at the bottom of this list, most likely for financial reasons.

Figure 12 shows the number of self-checkout stations either existing or sought by the thirteen respondents to the question in the survey. They ranged from one to nine and averaged almost four per facility.

**Security features**

Two of the nine libraries that responded were using Checkpoint’s RF system and seven were using 3M’s Tattle Tape. The number of replacements of the pre-RFID security systems varied from twenty-five thousand to four hundred thousand.

Boss states that libraries with a properly tuned RFID-based security system reported a 50 to 75 percent reduction in false alarms at exit gates as compared to older RF or electromagnetic (EM) strip systems. The RFID-based security process is automatic when an item is checked out at the circulation desk or at the self-checkout station, therefore eliminating the extra processing time of the staff or patron. Moreover, according to Bibliotheca, the accuracy rate of detecting a stolen item is very high, ranging from an average of 65 percent on conventional EM detection systems to almost 100 percent with an RFID system. Bibliotheca also claims that staff cannot inadvertently damage audio-visual materials when desensitizing them. When a patron attempts to remove an item from the library without authorization, it is easily identified at the exit sensors by ID number, title, and author.

## Conclusion

RFID technology has several advantages over the current barcode systems being used at libraries worldwide. For the libraries that use it, RFID promises to save time and operate more efficiently and effectively than the barcode systems. Some of the compensations of RFID over a barcode system are that RFID tags can be used for security as well as for status control, thereby eliminating the need to attach security strips to library items; RFID systems make self-checkout faster and easier for library patrons; and RFID portable scanners can take inventory by just being passed slowly along the library shelves, without having to handle each item individually. RFID vendors, however, need to resolve some issues before libraries feel confident in adopting them. In the forefront are issues such as cost, lack of standardization amongst vendors, and privacy.

This survey investigated the state of RFID applications in libraries. Of the twenty-nine survey respondents, nineteen had not migrated to an RFID-based system. Of those nineteen, thirteen were in the process of migrating to RFID. This meant that nearly 80 percent of the libraries had or were seriously contemplating adopting an RFID-based library management system. For a library

---

**Table 1. RFID system features existing or sought**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Had before</th>
<th>In progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patron self-checkout</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff service stations</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory system</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic book return</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security system</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion stations</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
collection size of 1.34 million items, the average conversion cost to migrate to an RFID system was $502,917. The average conversion time from a barcode-based system to an RFID-enabled system was 11.18 months. Based on ten responses, 50 percent of the participating libraries showed a greater than 10 percent increase in usage after RFID implementation. Average times for check-in and checkout were significantly reduced after implementation. The two most-installed or sought-after features were the patron self-checkout and the conversion stations. Seventy-eight percent of the libraries that responded used 3M’s Tattle Tape system as a security feature, and the number of replacements of the pre-RFID security systems varied from twenty-five thousand to four hundred thousand.

Even though RFID tags may cost anywhere from four to five times as much as a barcode and magnetic strip combined, the increase in efficiency and functionality provided by the technology is persuasive enough for an increasing number of libraries to implement or consider this technology. The number of RFID-enabled library systems is constantly increasing. International collaborations in such ventures are also on the rise. In a March 11, 2005, news release, the French RFID technology firm ASK was set to deliver some four million RFID labels to U.S. and European libraries. ASK has already supplied labels and readers to more than twenty French, Italian, and German libraries during the past four years.
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WikiWikiWebs: New Ways to Communicate in a Web Environment

Brenda Chawner and Paul H. Lewis

This paper introduces WikiWikiWeb software, also known as Wiki, for use in library and information management contexts. Wikis provide an environment for Web-based collaboration and can also be used for Web site content management. The article includes an overview of the history and development of Wiki, as well as discussing basic and advanced Wiki features. It compares three Wiki engines and describes seven case studies of real-world library and library-related Wiki applications. The paper concludes with a discussion of factors that can contribute to a successful Wiki project.

WikiWikiWeb is a quick Web site. Cunningham wrote the original Wiki in Practical Extraction and Report Language (PERL). There is now a wide choice of software for WikiWikiWebs, and Wikis are growing in popularity as people explore their potential in different contexts. This paper, based on a presentation at the 2004 LITA National Forum, will:

- describe the history and development of Wiki;
- list typical Wiki features and concepts;
- outline factors to consider when choosing a Wiki engine;
- illustrate Wiki applications in a library and information management context using selected case studies;
- identify issues associated with using Wiki.

Tim Berners-Lee originally saw the Web as "a system in which sharing what you knew or thought should be as easy as learning what someone else knew."1 However, early Web browsers just provided read-only access to existing hypertext markup language (HTML) pages, and this publishing model for the Web has predominated. It was not easy for people to share what they knew on the Web; the process involved learning to add HTML to text and using network file transfer software to upload content to a Web server. WikiWikiWeb, or Wiki, software provides one option for realizing Berners-Lee’s early vision by enabling authorized users to edit and create new Web content using only a Web browser.

In 1994–95, Cunningham developed the first Wiki for the Portland Pattern Repository. It can be found at http://c2.com/cgi/wiki, and is sometimes called Ward’sWiki or TheOriginalWiki. Wikiwiki is the Hawaiian word for fast, and a software that makes it easy for groups of people to communicate or work together in a virtual environment.2 Other examples of social software include Web-based discussion forums, Internet relay chat (IRC), weblogs or blogs, and instant messaging (IM). Large, successful Wikis usually have some type of constitution or philosophy that establishes goals and provides guidelines for individuals who want to participate in the group.

Some of the words in this paper have StrangeCapitalization. This is because the first Wikis used this convention to name a WikiPage. The software used to operate a Wiki is known as a WikiEngine, and is available in a wide variety of languages, and with a range of features.

Why Wiki?

When might a Wiki be an appropriate choice? Consider the following situations:

- a state library association is looking for an easy way to create and maintain its Web site;
- a professional association special interest group wants to provide an easily updated Web-based resource for its members;
- a library would like any authorized staff member to be able to update content on its intranet as necessary, without needing to use specialist software;
- an open-source software application project has participants from a range of countries who need to be able to contribute to a shared knowledge base for all software users;
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a conference planning committee needs a Web-based tool to keep track of their activities and who is doing what;
- a cross-organizational working group is preparing a collaborative report on a study trip to a range of institutions using a new type of software package; and finally,
- two people in different parts of the world are jointly writing a conference paper and would like to be able to see each other’s work in context, rather than as individual word processing documents.

A Wiki could be used for each of the above scenarios. This paper will provide selected library and information Wiki examples.

History and development of Wikis

Since Cunningham developed the original Wiki in the mid-1990s, the Wiki concept has spread to many other groups, and people have written Wiki engines in a wide range of scripting/programming languages. Core Wiki features such as ease of editing, simple markup, and automatic linking of pages have been present since the beginning, but as the number of people using Wiki engines grew, extra features have evolved. These include a command to compare the current version of a page with earlier versions (PageHistory or QuickDiff), and one to browse a list of recent changes.

It is hard to determine how many Wikis exist, but SwitchWiki (www.worldwidewiki.net/wiki/switchWiki) lists some one thousand public Wikis, and there are many more that are restricted to specific groups (known as GatedCommunities in the Wiki world).

WikiFarms (both free and commercial) are servers that run a Wiki engine and allow people to set up their own Wikis without having to install any software. SeedWiki (www.seedwiki.com) is one example that lets individuals set up Wiki sites for personal use.

Leuf and Cunningham identify six types of Wikis, based on read- and edit-access permissions. These are:
- fully open, meaning that anyone has full access to the Wiki;
- lockable, with restricted editing for some or all pages;
- gated, with some public pages (that may be locked), but other pages restricted to authorized users;
- members-only, where access is limited to registered users;
- firewalled, where access is restricted to a range of specific IP addresses; and
- personal, where access is limited to a specific computer or private site.

Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page) is an ambitious project to build a free, open-content encyclopedia. It was begun in 2001 by Jimmy Wales and Larry Sanger, using Wiki software, and as of December 2005, included more than 880,000 articles in English. They based the idea on the open-source concept of “many eyes make all bugs shallow,” and anyone can edit articles and add new ones. While the idea of an encyclopedia that anyone can edit seemed ludicrous at first, during the last four years the project has gained credibility, and the Wikipedia community has put in place mechanisms to monitor and improve the quality of its content. Observing Wikipedia pages over time generally shows that article quality initially improves, and then stabilizes. Non-English versions of Wikipedia are also available; the languages range from Arabic to Chinese to Esperanto, as well as most of the European languages. Wikipedia-related projects now include Wikiquote (http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Main_Page), Wikispecies (http://species.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page), and Wiktionary (www.wiktionary.org).


The OpenGuides (http://open-guides.org/) project, started in 2004, takes a similar approach to city travel guides. So far, Guides have been started for Glasgow, London, Northern Ireland, Nottingham, Oxford, Vegan Oxford, and Reading in the U.K.; Bologna, Oslo, and Vienna in Europe; and Orlando, Saint Paul, and San Francisco. They use the PERL OpenGuides software.

Typical Wiki features

This section describes features that are found in most Wiki engines, although in some cases the syntax may be different. It is by no means exhaustive, and the help pages for each Wiki engine will normally list the range of features and markup it supports. In contrast to HTML, Wiki markup is intended to be simple and nonintrusive.

Creating a new page

Creating a new Wiki page is a simple process. Most modern Wikis use a method known as “free linking” to create new Wiki pages. A free link is created by enclosing any word or phrase within square brackets when editing a Wiki page—i.e., [[New Page]] will create New Page. When the page is saved, the Wiki software interprets this markup and presents it as a hyperlink followed by a question mark to denote that the new Wiki page is an unedited page. Clicking on the new page hyperlink invokes
a blank editing form on which content for the new page is entered. When editing is completed, the new page is saved and becomes a part of the Wiki.

The result of adding the text [[New Page]] to an existing page is shown in figure 1.

The free-link markup can also be used to link to existing local Wiki pages, local file attachments, e-mail links, external Web site pages, and other networked resources. The approach to hyperlinking varies from one Wiki to another—for example, MediaWiki uses a single set of brackets while PmWiki employs double brackets.

Early Wikis commonly employed a convention known as CamelCase to create a new Wiki page. A typical CamelCase word consists of any two words joined together with the initial letter of both words capitalized. CamelCase is still used in some Wikis. These normally provide a way to prevent accidental WikiWords resulting from proper names like McIntosh or other situations where CamelCase occurs naturally, such as Ph.D.

**Text formatting**

Because Wikis use an HTML form to enter and edit content, the markup is text-based, using characters to signal special formatting. Typical formatting conventions are:

- blank lines signal new paragraphs;
- asterisks at the left margin (*) indicate a bulleted list;
- number-signs (#) at the left margin indicate a numbered list;
- two single-quotes ("), i.e., two apostrophes, indicate emphasis (usually italics);
- three single-quotes (""), i.e., three apostrophes, indicate strong emphasis (usually bold); and
- four or more hyphens (----) at the beginning of a line create a horizontal line.

In figures 2 and 3, two screenshots illustrate a range of Wiki markup and the way it is displayed.

This illustrates one of the benefits of text-based markup—the page of text displaying the Wiki markup is more readable than the associated HTML source.

**File uploads**

Wikis usually provide a method for uploading images and other file types (e.g., Adobe Acrobat portable document format [PDF], Microsoft Word) to the Web site. File transfer protocol (FTP) software is the traditional approach to uploading files (such as image files or Adobe Acrobat PDFs) for posting on a Web server. One of the negative aspects of FTP is that the protocol has no way of encrypting username and password information and this is widely regarded as a major security vulnerability. FTP security issues are explained in detail at [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ftp](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ftp).

A key benefit of Wiki engines is that the process for uploading files is built into the program. File
uploads are accomplished using a Web browser and an HTML form; no separate FTP program is needed. Wiki administrators can set upload parameters specifying allowed file types and file size limits in a server-based configuration file; they can also limit file upload capabilities to authorized users. This Wiki file upload process provides a more secure approach than FTP, because it does not involve sending unencrypted user account information over the Internet.

The simple syntax for hyperlink referencing of uploaded files makes it possible to use a Wiki to archive collections of document, image, and multimedia files on the Web. Leo LaPorte, the self-styled “Tech Guy” at the KFI AM-640 radio station in Los Angeles, uses the PmWiki engine to maintain a podcast archive of his radio programs at http://leoville.tv/radio/pmwiki.php/Main/AudioArchives. The South Carolina Library Association (SCLA) Governance page, www.scla.org/Governance/HomePage, is an archive of association annual reports, newsletters, and other documents in Adobe PDF, Microsoft Word, and Wiki page formats.

Recent changes

A list of recently changed pages is maintained automatically by most Wiki engines (see figure 4). As a rule, only the latest change is shown for a given page. This is a particularly useful feature, as it allows Wiki community members to easily see what has been changed. Some Wiki engines also support e-mail notification or really simple syndication (RSS) feeds for page additions, changes, and deletions.

Other features

Wiki functionality is continuing to evolve as developers improve Wiki engines. One example of a newer feature is Page History. This feature tracks previous versions of a Wiki page. With Page History, previously saved versions of a Wiki page may be recalled, reedited, and restored.
if necessary. This feature is essential for a fully open Wiki, which is vulnerable to malicious damage, or WikiSpam. New Wiki content contributors often find this aspect of Wikis a comfort, as it serves as a safety net to prevent them from doing harm to the Wiki page on which they are working.

Even the simplest Wikis available today usually include a basic keyword search engine to search the contents of the entire Wiki Web site. Of the Wiki engines already discussed, only PmWiki offers full Boolean search capabilities. PmWiki's search engine can be tailored in a number of ways to limit searching to specific Wiki groups or pages.

More advanced Wiki engines, such as MediaWiki, PmWiki, and TikiWiki provide additional capabilities to organize groups of pages by hierarchical categories. Wikipedia uses hierarchical categories to organize its entries. For an example of the use of categories to manage linking to geography-related topics, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Geography. The PmWiki engine offers WikiTrails as another feature for organizing groups of pages. An example of a WikiTrail for a library circulation manual is shown in figure 5.

The WikiTrail appears at the top and bottom of the Web page, allowing quick access to the preceding, home, and next pages in the manual. WikiTrail links facilitate logical movement through the pages in the circulation manual.

Other Wiki concepts

Collaboration versus discussion mode

There are two main writing modes used by members of a Wiki community. In collaboration or document mode, the focus is on creating a piece of text that the community is happy with, and the content of which can be edited by anyone. Discussion, or thread mode, on the other hand, is a form of dialog in which individual contributions are kept separate (more like a conversation). Rather than editing the existing content, different authors add their own comments, and may "sign them." Horizontal lines are often used to insert a break
between authors. The original version of this paper was written using collaboration mode. Figure 6 illustrates discussion mode.

Communities whose main purpose is online discussion might find other software tools, such as discussion forums, more useful. Wiki-based discussion mode, however, can be particularly useful as a technique to support comments on pages created in collaboration mode.

Choosing a Wiki engine

Currently there are at least one hundred separate publicly available Wiki engines to choose from, according to an extensive list of Wiki software projects maintained at http://c2.com/cgi/wikiWikiEngine. Wiki engines have been developed in many computer-scripting languages, though the most popular appear to be personal home page (PHP), PERL, Python, and active server pages (ASP). Some Wiki engines work only on specific operating systems. For example, Wikis developed using the Microsoft ASP programming language only run on Microsoft Windows Web servers. However, most of them are multi-platform and will function properly if their requirements are met. With so many different Wiki engines from which to choose, selecting the right Wiki can seem like a difficult task.

Project maturity

Every individual Wiki is a unique software project unto itself. As such it can be thought of as existing in a particular stage of development. Has the Wiki been around a while or is it just getting started? Does the project Web site have a section detailing the development history of the Wiki? In general, a more mature project is more stable and reliable with fewer software bugs.

Wiki community

Is the Wiki developed by a single individual working essentially alone, or is there an active core of developers? What might become of the Wiki project if the original sole developer loses interest or otherwise cannot continue development? Also, what methods of feedback are provided for end users and developers to communicate? A mature project Web site will often offer a combination of e-mail, bulletin board, electronic discussion list, and possibly IRC for fast responses to requests for support. Are developers friendly and helpful when new users have questions? Is there an underlying philosophy or design principle, and how closely is it aligned with the library’s goals for a Wiki?

Wiki documentation

One can quickly begin to get a clear picture of the level of quality of a given Wiki project by checking out the Wiki developer’s Web site. Is clear documentation provided on all facets of the Wiki project, including system requirements, installation, upgrading, core functions, and expanded features?

W3C standards compliance

Does the Wiki offer compliance with Extensible Hypertext Markup Language (XHTML) and cascading style sheet (CSS) guidelines recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (www.w3c.org)? In January 2000, the W3C issued guidelines urging adoption of XHTML, the successor markup language for
HTML. Any library considering an upgrade of its main Web site or any new Web project that will be publicly available should consider XHTML compliance as a basic requirement. However, if the library is to serve solely as the library’s intranet or for some other nonpublic Web project, then XHTML compliance might be less of a concern. For more information about XHTML, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xhtml#The_XHTML_2.0_draft_specification. A CSS is essential for developing a consistent look and feel for a Web site. Mature Wiki projects provide CSS functionality for site-wide aesthetic control over the color, layout, fonts, and so on.

Local resources and expertise

Does the library have its own Web server or does it share space on the parent institution’s Web server? Although not required, it may be more convenient in the long run to have a Web server dedicated to Wiki. Every Wiki contains one or more configuration files that reside on the Web server. The Wiki administrator will need access rights to the Web server in order to edit configuration files. Most likely this person will be the current library webmaster. Is there a staff person available with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to serve this function? Also, are local staff who contribute content on board with the changes? One of the biggest obstacles to implementing new Web technology may be reluctance by content contributors to try something new.

A choice is a commitment

Moving from traditional Web site development to a Wiki or other type of content management system requires a substantial investment of time and effort. Very few systems offer batch transfer options to automatically migrate the content of an existing Web site to another format, though preliminary discussions about a WikiInterchangeFormat have begun (http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?WikiInterchangeFormat). It might be useful to identify a short-list of potential Wiki engines, and install each on a trial basis before making a final decision.

Beyond the basic Wiki

Simplicity in form and function was part of the original allure of Wiki software. Today Wikis have evolved beyond being simply a workgroup collaboration tool. They are now replacing traditional Web sites. As such, some Wikis include advanced, interactive elements that modern Web sites offer such as permissions control for content contributors and users, e-mail feedback forms, calendars, photo galleries, and RSS feeds. A library organization looking to replace its traditional Web site with a Wiki, for example, might want to consider whether a given Wiki engine offers any extra functions. Additional features are often called plugins or modules. Plugins should be stable and simple to install, and supported by an active plugin community. A list of plugins a library Wiki might consider are (to name but a few): an interactive calendar application, graphical user interface edit controls, a keyword searchable image gallery for managing a local history digital photo collection, project management issue tracking, RSS link feeds from national and international news organizations or professional associations, a Java-based interactive image editing application, and a geographic map and data server.

Disadvantages of Wikis

Though their flexibility and simplicity mean that Wikis are useful in a variety of contexts, there can be issues associated with their use. WikiSpam can be a major problem for fully open Wikis. This usually takes the form of unwanted links to commercial or pornographic sites. While active Wiki communities generally rely on members monitoring changes and reverting spam, less active ones might need to implement a form of spam protection. Techniques for dealing with WikiSpam are evolving, and currently include:

- increasing the level of security, usually by requiring a password to use the Edit function;
- blocking updates from IP addresses of known spammers;
- blocking updates that contain specific unwanted words or phrases;
- restricting the number of links that can be added in a single update;
- “hiding” the Wiki site from search engines by implementing “no index” and “nofollow” metadata tags on Wiki pages, as well as asking community members to avoid posting its URL on Web sites; and
- requiring any links to external sites to be approved by an administrator.

The lack of a standard for Wiki content markup, which makes it difficult to migrate content to another Wiki engine or Web content management, is another issue, though this applies to all Web content environments, not just Wikis. The lack of a “what you see is what you get” (WYSIWYG) editing environment can be a barrier for participants used to working in a word-processing environment.

Although all Wikis share a set of key characteristics, Wiki projects vary considerably in their underlying architecture and the feature sets they offer. The result is a rich diversity of Wiki engines designed to meet a range of needs for managing Web content. The DocuWiki site includes an extensive table comparing features of
different Wiki engines at http://wiki .splitbrain.org/wiki%3Acompare. This section examines three Wiki projects, which represent different approaches to Web content management; these range from extreme simplicity to (perhaps) feature overkill.

QwikiWiki

Project Home Page: www.qwikiwiki .com
Download: http://prdownloads .sourceforge.net/qwikiwiki
Download file size: compressed: 57 kilobytes

QwikiWiki packs an impressive amount of power and flexibility in a very small amount of PHP code. It is a testament to the creativity that can be achieved by a single software developer. QwikiWiki includes an installation wizard program to walk the Web administrator through the process of installing the program on the Web server. The Wiki includes three template files to choose from that control the basic layout of the Wiki and four separate CSS that control such things as font types and sizes for section headings and text. The Wiki administrator is free to edit existing templates and style sheets or create completely new versions to suit personal preferences.

According to Barrett, the original developer, QwikiWiki's core design goal is simplicity. This is reflected in the limited Wiki syntax users are required to learn to begin editing. QwikiWiki permits HTML to work along with the Wiki syntax and can be especially helpful—for example, when migrating Web pages that include lengthy tabular data from a traditional Web site. QwikiWiki stores its Wiki pages as data in flat text files as opposed to using a database. This is also in keeping with the focus on simplicity.

QwikiWiki includes a very basic Web site search engine, with no Boolean capabilities. An edit password feature is included to prevent page edits by unauthorized users if that option is desired. Other helpful features include an option for automatic e-mail notification when changes are made to individual Wiki pages, ability to list pages that have recently been changed, and a built-in link to a help page containing info on QwikiWiki syntax. Clear, basic documentation is provided on all features. The QwikiWiki project Web site includes a discussion forum where users can ask questions and post feature requests, and an electronic discussion list.

QwikiWiki currently does not offer W3C XHTML compliance so it would be more suited for a library intranet or other nonpublicly accessible library Web project. However, the availability of only a single-site password for this Wiki could also be a limiting factor if, for example, a site has multiple-content providers who each need separate password protection for sections they manage.

PmWiki

Project Home Page: www.pmwiki .org
Download: www.pmwiki.org/pub/ pmwiki
Download file size: compressed: ~140-200 kilobytes
Real world deployment: University of Minnesota Libraries Staff Web Site http://wiki.lib.umn.edu

PmWiki, like QwikiWiki, also uses flat text files to store its data. Overall, however, PmWiki is more ambitious in its approach to Wiki design. Numerous developers collaborate with Michaud, PmWiki's creator, on the PmWiki core code, on plugins that extend the capabilities of PmWiki, and on project documentation. The main PmWiki Web site itself is an exemplary demonstration of the power of Wiki technology to support detailed project documentation. The PmWiki project Web site is an open Wiki, and users and developers regularly contribute to and refine the project Web site documentation. The basic PmWiki installation includes extensive documentation.

Updated versions of PmWiki are released on a very frequent basis. Developers and users have multiple channels to provide input and feedback, including a very active electronic discussion list, an IRC channel for real-time troubleshooting, and, of course, e-mail.

One feature that distinguishes PmWiki from other Wikis is its support of the concept of Wiki groups. A PmWiki Web site may have multiple groups that can be created according to organizational function or for individuals within an organization, or by topic, or any combination of groupings. These distinct groups may have separate stylistic elements and password settings apart from the main Wiki. Read-and-edit passwords may be set for individual pages, groups, or the entire Wiki site. This granularity of read-and-write password protections for individual pages and groups can be very useful in library or other Web site contexts where site content providers need to exercise control over who may edit their pages.

With PmWiki it is possible to establish a WikiFarm on a single server. WikiFarm is a feature somewhat similar in concept to a Wiki group. With a WikiFarm, multiple independent Wikis are maintained through a single configuration file.

PmWiki's editing syntax is more extensive than that found in QwikiWiki, and yet it is still quite simple to learn. CamelCase WikiWords can be spaced when pages are displayed, or turned off completely. This approach gives hyperlinks a more natural, grammatically correct presentation.

Like QwikiWiki, PmWiki also permits mingling of Wiki syntax and
TikiWiki

Project Home Page: www.tikiwiki.org

Download: http://tikiwiki.org/
Download file size: compressed:
4.7 to 6.9 megabytes
Real world deployment: Damosoft
UK www.damosoft.co.uk/Home

TikiWiki is a large, open-source content management system (CMS)
software project with more than six thousand registered users and
more than 260 registered developers. TikiWiki has been called a
“kitchen sink” Web CMS because of the numerous features and
functions it offers. The actual Wiki component is but one of many
modules included in TikiWiki. Other TikiWiki modules
include public and private discussion forums, workflow management
tools, interactive chat, a photo gallery, file download archives, a map
server, and many others. TikiWiki, like many other traditional CMSs,
is more focused on managing time-sensitive news articles, discussion
forums, and blogs rather than on building Web pages. Indeed some
CMS packages have created static-page plugin modules well after the
initial release of the core package as a way to address user needs for tradi-
tional Web page management. By fully integrating a Wiki into its fea-
ture set, TikiWiki represents a hybrid CMS/Wiki and may well set a trend
that other CMS projects emulate in the future.

TikiWiki employs a MySQL database to store all its data, includ-
ing its Wiki pages. This requirement for MySQL database management
skills adds a significantly higher threshold for the would-be Wiki
administrator that can be somewhat intimidating. It should be noted,
however, that many Wikis use a database backend and that learning
how to manage a database-backed Web site is not an insurmountable
task. Several excellent, free, open-source software tools are available
to simplify the process. TikiWiki includes detailed installation docu-
mentation and a software wizard script to streamline initial Web site
setup. Like PmWiki, the TikiWiki developers have used their Wiki to
develop extensive documentation for all facets of the program.

TikiWiki includes extensive user and group read-and-edit permissions
settings for its Wiki and all other modules. TikiWiki administrators pick
and choose the modules they wish to deploy using a Web browser-based
site control panel; other modules are turned off by default. It offers W3C
XHTML and CSS compliance. There are numerous stylistic themes from
which to choose. The project is under constant development with frequent
updates. TikiWiki can be fine tuned to serve just a about any type of Web
site need.

Selected library
and information
management case
studies

There is an increasing number of library and information manage-
ment Wikis; some are public while others are gated or closed, such as
library staff intranets. Lamb identified four educational Wikis in use at
the University of British Columbia, including course management, job
postings, conference planning, and collaborative writing technology.4
Frumkin describes the use of Wiki software for a reference librarian
knowledge base and a Web site content editing tool, and suggests that
Wikis also have potential in digital libraries—for example, as a tool
for user annotations or comments.5

Farkas set up an unofficial American Library Association 2005 conference
Wiki, which was used by a number of conference attendees for confer-
tee tips, location information, and session reports (http://meredith.
wolfwater.com/wiki). More recently, Farkas has set up Library Success:
A Best Practices Wiki (http://lib
success.org).
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LIANZA/ITSIG Wiki

http://wiki.lianza.org.nz

A Wiki used to develop a shared resource for members of the Information Technology Special Interest Group (ITSIG) of the Library and Information Association of New Zealand/Aotearoa (LIANZA). This was launched in October 2003, using the PmWiki engine. It includes information about ITSIG and its activities, as well as a resource page with links to useful sites. It also hosts a research register for the Research Special Interest Group (SIG), which allows anyone to create a page about research projects relevant to New Zealand libraries. A template is used to format the initial edit page for a new research project page, displaying the fields and basic markup. WikiSpam (like e-mail or blog comment spam) has become an issue, and the Wiki has recently changed from being fully open to requiring a password to save changes. Known Wiki spammers are blocked.

Koha Project Wiki

www.saas.nsw.edu.au/koha_wiki

A locked Wiki set up to support members of the Koha open-source library management system project. It includes a register of Koha users, pages about installation and migration, information about reporting bugs, and documentation about Koha features. It uses the WikitiikiTiwiki engine.

New Zealand Government Tertiary e-Learning Standards Wiki

http://wiki.tertiary.govt.nz/~TertiaryELEarningStandards/Main/HomePage

This is a gated Wiki set up to allow people to comment on an overview of standards for e-learning. People who wish to comment must first register, but the content is available for anyone to read. Part of a project to develop a national tertiary e-learning framework, the interim framework document was developed using a password-protected closed Wiki, with participants from a number of government departments, including the Ministry of Education and the National Library. Both Wikis used the PmWiki engine.

New Zealand Institutional Repositories Feasibility Wiki

http://wiki.tertiary.govt.nz/~InstitutionalRepositories

The National Library of New Zealand set up a project to investigate options for institutional repositories for the New Zealand research sector in May 2005. This Wiki site was set up to provide a shared resource for project members, in particular to allow them to document their findings. It uses the PmWiki engine.

South Carolina Library Association

www.scla.org

The South Carolina Library Association (SCLA) Web site serves the library community in South Carolina. It is a moderately sized Web site with more than three hundred separate pages. Page editing is password protected. Association committee, section, and round table chairs are authorized to maintain their respective pages. This Web site uses the PmWiki engine.

University of South Carolina (USC)—Aiken Library

http://library.usca.edu

The USC Aiken (USCA) Library Web site is a typical small academic library site employing PmWiki software for site content management. PmWiki is also used to manage the USCA Library’s intranet. The intranet portion of the site includes the circulation department procedures manual, a section for development of the library’s strategic planning and assessment, a section for collaboration for this Library and Information Technology Association (LITA) paper and presentation, and other content.

The USCA Library migrated to PmWiki from another content management system software, phpWeb site (http://phpWeb site.appstate.edu), during the summer of 2004. Librarians and some general staff contribute content to the main Web site and the intranet.

USC—Campuses Library Council

http://library.usca.edu/clc

The USC Campuses Library Council Web site is a very small site whose purpose is to support communication and planning for the eight libraries of the USC statewide campus system. This Web site uses the PmWiki engine.

Wiki success factors

Getting people to contribute to a Wiki is as much about culture as it is about technology. Even though it is very easy to add and edit Wiki content, it is not always a case of “build it and they will come.” People accustomed to the WYSIWYG approach in MS Word (or even Dreamweaver) may take a while to adjust to the idea of text-based markup, for example. Some Wiki engines, such as MediaWiki and PmWiki, are now moving to a more WYSIWYG approach, with graphical edit but-
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Conclusion

The case studies in this paper illustrate just a few situations where Wikis can be effective. Because of their flexibility and simplicity, they can be used in a wide range of contexts, and provide an environment in which Berners-Lee’s early vision for the Web can be achieved. A totally open Wiki might suit a widely distributed organization like the LIANZA ITSIG, while a members-only Wiki would suit a work group collaborating on policy documents or procedure manuals (or simply wanting an easy electronic notice board). Features like Recent Changes and Page History make it easy for community members to keep up with changes. Wikis are also gaining in popularity as simple, lightweight Web site CMSs for groups and individuals. Wikis offer libraries and other organizations a tool that can be used when upgrading traditional Web sites or implementing new Web-based projects—their potential for enabling Web-based communication with staff and users is just beginning to be appreciated.

Libraries were early and enthusiastic adopters of the Web as a medium to enhance and expand access to information for the communities they serve. The Web is constantly changing, and in the next few years we expect organizations to move to more interactive e-services. New technologies offer new opportunities and evolving Web accessibility standards present new challenges for libraries. For libraries looking to take advantage of new technologies and build Web sites that comply with Web accessibility standards, Wikis offer a relatively easy path to build the next generation of library Web sites. At the same time, they raise the possibility of having more interaction with users.

Finally, Wikis illustrate a shift to an increasing ability to use a Web browser as a person’s main application tool, and they foreshadow other browser-based capabilities, such as table or drawing editors, which would make it possible to create complex documents using nothing more than a standard browser.

Author’s note: all URLs in the text were accessed in early July 2005.
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Graphical Table of Contents for Library Collections: The Application of Universal Decimal Classification Codes to Subject Maps

Victor Herrero-Solana, Félix Moya-Anegón, Vicente Guerrero-Bote, and Felipe Zapico-Alonso

The representation of information content by graphical maps is an extended
ongoing research topic. The objective of this article consists in verifying whether it is possible to create map displays using Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) codes (using co-classification analysis) for the purpose of creating a graphical table of contents for a library collection. The application of UDC codes was introduced to subject maps development using the following graphic representation methods: (1) multidimensional scaling; (2) cluster analysis; and (3) neural networks (self-organizing maps). Finally, the authors conclude that the different kinds of maps have slightly different degrees of viability and types of application.

Advanced techniques for information retrieval (IR) currently make up one of the most active areas of research in the field of library and information science. New models representing document content are replacing the classic systems in which search terms supplied by the user were compared against the indexing terms existing in the inverted files of a database. The objective of this article consists in verifying whether it is possible to create map displays using Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) codes, a classification system based on Dewey Decimal Classification, for the purpose of creating visualizations of a library collection.

One related topic of study in recent years is bibliographic browsing, a useful complement to querying strategies. Since the 1980s, a number of authors have dealt with this topic. For example, Ellis establishes that browsing is based on three different kinds of tasks: identification, familiarization, and differentiation. Cove distinguishes three different browsing types: searching browsing, general purpose browsing, and serendipity browsing; whereas Bates presents six different types. Yet most interesting is Bawden’s browsing classification, which addresses similarity matching, structure-driven displays, and global vision. Global vision browsing implies the use of graphic representations, referred to in this article as map displays, that allow the user to grasp a global idea of the nature and structure of information in a database.

Several authors worked on this line of research throughout the 1990s, developing different types of maps. One of the most active authors was Lin, who introduced the concept of a graphical table of contents (GTOC) that is functionally analogous to the table of contents in the printed environment. Lin applies the self-organizing map (SOM) algorithm to his own personal bibliography, analyzed by title and abstract fields, and represents it in a two-dimensional map. The SOM algorithm is a major method for unsupervised learning, based on a grid of artificial neurons whose weights are adapted to match input vectors in a training set. It was first described by the Finnish professor Teuvo Kohonen and is thus sometimes referred to as a Kohonen map. The algorithm takes a set of input objects, each represented by a vector in the matrix, and maps them onto nodes of a two-dimensional grid. Later on, Lin included such maps in the creation of GTOC Web sites based on a Java application.

Vectorization, the transformation of any information element into numerical data, using words from the title and abstract fields for co-word analysis, generates too large of a matrix, but this technique can be applied to reduced document sets. In this context, it is important to find some element that allows a less complex or “lighter” vectorization. Online public access library catalogs (OPACs) have certain elements, such as the subject codes of UDC, that can be more easily vectorized than free text in order to create GTOCs of a library collection.

Materials and methods

The OPAC selected for this study is that of the Public Library of Granada, which contains 32,700 records and 43,900 UDC codes, an average of 1.34 codes per record. These records were vectorized using the UDC codes, so as to group them into twenty-seven major subject categories, derived from the hierarchical structure of UDC. The Pearson correlation index was applied to this matrix of data (27 x 32,700) to measure the similarities among these twenty-seven major classes and to generate a new matrix (27 x 27), to which the visualization method will be applied. This correlation index approach is widely used for science mapping construction.

Two basic approaches were adopted in creating the display maps: (1) statistical (based on multivariate analysis); and (2) connectionist (usually, but not exclusively, based on artificial neural networks or ANNs).

Within the techniques of multivariate statistical analysis, three basic methods deserve mention at this point: (1) cluster analysis, (2) principal component analysis (PCA), and (3) multidimensional scaling (MDS). According to Kinnucan, Nelson, and Allen, “These methods are referred to as dimensionality-reduction methods because this function is to simplify what might at first appear to be a complex pattern of associations among many entities.”

In the following sections, we review and summarize the characteristics of the three methods:

1. Cluster analysis. This technique is used to create two-dimensional
displays (e.g., dendrograms) of clusters of different objects whose relationships are represented by matrix values. This type of automatic classification, also known as numerical taxonomy, currently comprises more than 150 different techniques that are grouped in families according to shared procedures. Information science as a discipline generally involves polythetic clustering hierarchies, producing trees that illustrate the hierarchy of relationships among elements on the basis of individual characteristics.\textsuperscript{10}

2. **Principal Component Analysis (PCA).** The basic premise of PCA is that the linear relation between any two variables is best summarized by a regression line. In other words, the variable that represents the regression line as a point cloud contains essential information about both variables. The two variables are thus combined into a single factor. This mechanism can be used to reduce pairs of variables to single dimensions in order to simplify the graphic display of the elements included in the matrix.\textsuperscript{11}

3. **Multidimensional Scaling (MDS).** This multivariate analysis technique is used to identify the dimensions that best explain similarities and differences between variables. Because the purpose of MDS is to generate a map of objects, this approach can be considered an alternative to PCA.\textsuperscript{12}

Neural networks are analytic techniques modeled after the (proposed) processes of learning in cognitive systems and the neurological functions of the brain. Neural networks use a data “training set” to build rules capable of making predictions or classifications on data sets. Neural networks can learn to assign multidimensional outputs to multidimensional inputs, and they do so while maintaining a great capacity for generalization. For this reason the better choice is the SOM algorithm. Kohonen’s interest in discovering how an organization of this type might arise led him to investigate the subject.\textsuperscript{13} The product of that research was the network model, bearing his name, that is capable of performing a topological organization of the inputs presented to it.

This type of network has recently been extrapolated to domain analysis, textual data mining, the extraction of semantic relationships among words in their contexts, and to the generation of topological maps of sets of documents, which may include labeling the zones of influence of each word or term.\textsuperscript{14}

**MDS maps**

In the MDS-based display map each major subject category is placed in a certain point, depending on its relationship to other subject categories (figure 1). Also, each category is represented with a circle whose area is proportional to the volume of documents that it contains. The largest circles are located in the periphery, following the principle of center/periphery established by White and Griffith.\textsuperscript{15}

The categories are classified in two large clusters: (1) science and technology, and (2) social science and humanities. This classification corresponds to its clustering, as in a Ward dendogram.\textsuperscript{16} There are only two categories that do not seem to be in the expected cluster (economics and law); however, we should bear in mind that economics is related with categories of the science and technology cluster (mathematics). On the other hand, MDS places both categories at the edge of the map; in this way the dividing line can integrate them into the social sciences area.

**SOM maps**

The map display based on SOM is quite different from the MDS-based
map (figure 2). The SOM-based map is clearer, more schematic, and better ordered than the MDS-based map, but the size of each category is not proportional to the volume of documents, which might confuse the user. It is also very difficult to perceive the division of the categories in two big clusters as in the previous MDS-based map. The categories group according to neighboring relationships, a typical feature of Kohonen's algorithm, and the general structure of the collection that one could observe in the MDS-based map is much more difficult to discern here.

The neighboring relationships among the categories indicate the frequency of the co-occurrences of the classification codes. It is important to point out that the SOM searches out the best topology. This implies that when the representation must be reduced to two dimensions, the areas spread and the greater or lesser contact among them is indicative of the degree of interrelation. The proximity/distance among the areas is conditioned by co-classification frequency; however, this does not mean that the codes of classification of two categories that are far away from each other cannot co-occur at all.

To some extent the shapes of the areas are also determined by the co-classifications. These relationships cannot always be represented by the simplest geometric forms, for which reason their final appearance may strike the user as odd or unusual.

**Conclusions**

Despite the fact that user-based evaluation experience of this kind of map display is very limited, the following conclusions can be put forth:

- MDS and SOM are algorithms that can be used to generate bibliographic map displays
- An OPAC can be represented through co-classification analysis using UDC codes
- It is possible to use other decimal classifications, like DDC, but not Library of Congress
- MDS-based maps enhance viewing the structure of relations among the subject categories
- SOM-based maps are easy to use, because the view is clear, schematic, and well ordered
- SOM is easier to compute than MDS, especially when a lot of variables are involved
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**Figure 2. SOM map**
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16. Ward’s method, based on the minimum variance principle, is a specific method used in cluster analysis for dendrogram construction. A dendrogram is a branching, tree-like diagram based on one or several criteria that can be used to illustrate the relationships between elements.